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DITILIDUCTION AND A

The rapidly changing Ameritan mood and the crisis in the cities dem-

more relevant research then ever before in order to initiate urgent social

action for our urban commu ities. Rut despite the grauing ca=mitment to change

nd awareness of the origins of our problems, myths, and stereotypes

relationa continue to plague us. Consideration is givento more than the

traditional distortions and prejudices of atm society . . instead the mph/lois

is upon newer myths and more recent false images. Reflect upon two such concepts.

One is the successful and affluent Negro middle class, Fraziere Black wi eoisie.

The recent essay by Nathan Bare, The Black Ang/o-saxons sees a similar view of

ra4Utals roles and emulation of white society, referring to these perspectives

the "Middle Class Negro Mythology" -- stereotypes left unchallenged by ca__-

ful investigation. A second image is that of the white middle class. Vance

ftekard in Statcs Seekers, And others condemn the Values and direction taken by

this segment of society which clings to perjure of values. This mixture of awe

nd contempt is expressed by Negroes and whitee alLke. It is very frequent to

find the same person sharing a belief in both the "Negro middle class myth" And

the "white mAddle Class myth."

It is obvious, then that "grand illusions" exist which nerve as abstract

Symbols, for ideological debate rather than sober defiaitions of reality. Social

research in race relationa has often fed these stereotypes and previded a shield

entifie legitimacy fOr preconceived thinking for both whiten and Negroes.

No attmnpt is made in the etrrent,report to describe the typical stare- yped

white or Negro middle class person. The aim is not to substitute one etereetype

for Another. Instead, explanation is made of a number of areas af work, leisure,

and social at itudes. These will be drawn from interviews with middle ineome
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Negro and white Detroiter' -- a group comprising a large negment of the tote

comsunIty. The sample is about evenly diVided betaten the two racial group°.

Emerging from the study are no sweeping generalizations or categorizatio

Divernity is tact obvious a fact of urban life to be disguised by slogans, or

oversimplifications. Following a presentation of A rose-Section of the

survey findings, interpretations will be indicated. The conclusions will be

valuable as a stimulation for discussion than as definitive explanations.

no obligation that must be fulfilled on behalf of the reader of this report

Is to point out the manner in which the information was gathered, how it wan

organized, and finally what overall patterua emerge. The goal is to shed new

light on a broad strata of thourban community -- the Rmiddle mans." Signifi-

cant indicators aro provided to agencies, organizations, and institntions as

Valuable assistance to program planning, program revisions, and pointing the

way to the full'utilizations of an untapped reservation of volanteer0 -- so

vital in the collection of human resources needed to help solve the problems

that ferment the urban crisis.

Although survey r search has a relatively reCent histox7 as a tool of

societal underntanding, it is not surprising that its use has been particalarlY

profound in a democritie society. The conditions under which persons are Willing

tO give their views and opinions without fear of reprisals or future repercuaniona,

reflect a climate in which free discussion is encouraged. In this respect any

social survey is a dialogue between the person being interviewed ard the group

or organization supporting that study. So it is in thin instance. The greatent

nhare of gratitude must be that owed to the three-hundred ninety-four families

participating in the survey.

ii
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Special thanks go to the Research and Program Information Committee of

the Detroit Urban League whose work had laid the basis for this study. Acting

Research Director, Richard F. Fermoile, mas instrumental in the methods used

to draw up our sample of families and At other strategic points in the study.

Mrs. Anne A. Lewis, Assistant Program Director, helped draw up the questionnaire

and aided in the organization of the field work. Mrs. Caesandra Marshall of .

the Urban League ataff, typed the questionnaire material while Piss Shan= n lynch

prepared the final manuscript.

Deep apprecimiion and thanke go to several persons without whom thie study

Woad not have been carried out so efficiently and professionally. First of all

Pre. Mime Cukor, the proficient field supervisor for the survey work. Her skills

greatly aided the study. While the field staff of 28 intervi4uere, worked during

a difficult period of community and national tragedies the results were an

excellent body of collected information. In addition, thanks go to the Study

coder, Mrs. DiPr-le Middleton, whose task of preparing the interviews for statis-

tical analysis was accomplished in nearlyrecord time.

bilepite many and varied difficulties encountered during the study, the

league owes a great dept of gratitude to Dr. Donald ',Warren which goes beyond

his professionalAuties as the Special Project Director for his deep insight

and determined challenge to complete the study for its intrinsic values to social

planning.

Finally, this study should give new direction to social program planner0

in an awareness of unusual community resources, a large group of volunteers,

prepared because of training and able because of income to give their combined

efforts to the resolution of some social problems that beset Detroit. Moreover,

this study may stimulate other studies of greater depth in unearthing facts with

which committed people will join forces in getting to the sources of community need.

Frantis A. Kornegay
EXecative Director
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Chapter I

Old TEE STUDY WA,S CONDUCTED

The Sample of Middle Income families:

To interview every person whose social sItuation and attitudes aie relereat

to A study 'would involve an impossible eenditure of time and money. Coneequent-

ly, a sample must be selected of persona who represent those of the entire popUla-

tion in who are to be included: Negro and white families in the "middle income"

range.

The population to be concerned with -- 'The Middle Income Universe" --
, -

was chosen with the following criteria in mind, based on the U. S. Dengue of

1960: Census, tracts in Detroit where a median income of $8,000 a year or more

occurred, or where 20% or more of the households were headed by prefensional or

managerial workers. While Highland Park and Hamtramck were included, only the

former "suburb" had any qualifying census tracts. Using thin standard the fact

was established that 4 total of 123 census tracts fell into the "sampling universe.'

(1)
The total number of blocks in these tracts Vas 4,069. In order to net a large

nuaber of middle income families "middle income" noighborhooda were selected.

The sample blOcks included 948 East of Woodward and 3,121 West of Woodward*

Uning as a reasonable base for sampling accuracy, a 2% sample, the 4,069 blocke

were divided by a factor of 75. The resulting answer Was an interval of 54. This

meant that eVery 54th block on the sampling list was used to interView middle

income families. A total of 76 blocks were included. Fifty-nine of these are

on the Won side, 17 on the Fast side. Tha insert map (Figure 1) shows tho

1. The area bounded by 8 Mile and 6 Mile betWeen Wyoming and Woodward was
excluded because of the Meant carrying out Of a study in thie racially
shifting area. A subsequent report of the findings will be rade from thh:
study where comparable questions have been asked. This "Northwest Study"
Used uas unusual compared to thd-rest of Detroit because of the abeence of
white Protestant fasilhae.
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Census tracts with Negro And white sample blocks as well as the total number

which the final sample WS drawn.

Because the distrtbution of families in terms of race is far from a

random ono, the number of sample blocks with white familiet was eubstantielly

larger than that for Negro families. This meant that in determining now many

families and what kinds of householdqheads to speak to (in terms of age and 0010

strict quotas had to be assigned so as not to bias the etudy. Again using the

1960 U. S. Census, efforts were made to match the actual distribution of families

in each racial sub-group. In the 1960 Census, Negro males in the following

categores had these percentageet

White Males were Distributed as
Followst

Age 21-29 27% Age 21-29 116%

30-49 38% 30=49 40%
50-Over 35% 50-CFrer hh%

100% 1735X

Using these figure's it was determined the manner in which interviews ohonid

be taken for given age groups,. The number of interviews to be made with mon and

women was also ascertained. Using a total goal of 400, 165 Interviews were sought

with'females and 65 with males in each of the Oro racial sub-groups. The whole

purpope fif setting these quotas was to avoid interviewing onay parsons who Were

usually at home or who were generally easier to interview. The distortions

produced by these "short-cntsa were serious. Consistently, younger Negro males

are missed by many surveys because they art a more mobile group seeking wort,

while the retired and elderly are more likely to be found At hoMe. The study

ya.s aimed at avoiding these errors by prorid1ng as close a match to tte actual

population of middle income families as the survey procets woad allow. It is

believed that subsequent data will bear out the painstaking efforts made at the

initial state of the survey.

8
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The Interview Situation:

,Information in the report was based on a one-hour p sonal interview in

the homes of the selected familiee. 4 staff of professional interviewers con-

ducted the field work. Following the assigned age and sex quotas, white inter-

viewers visited white homes and Negro interviewers visited Negro homes. The

work of reaching the sample families began in late,March and continued through

the month of April. A total of 394 acceptable interviews ware taken. Analysis

Of the collected data took place in May and June. All of the information is

confidential and only tbe research field staff had access to the interviews. A

high level of rapport and cooperation was given by the sample families. Ninty

and eight tenths percent of all families contacted for an interview and identified

as falling into the sample, completed 'middle income" interviews.

A Note on Into retation:

Because the goal vas to interview equal numbers of Negro and Waite families,

a population representation for the two groups was not made. Middle income

families are a far smaller percentage in the Negro community than in tbe White

community of Detroit. In the insert map (Figure 2) one sees the compression of

the Negro sampling points versus the white. Segregation patterns of the city:
required that many more interviews were necessary in a given sampling point in

the Negro community compared to the White community in order to produce similar

numbers of interviews for both groups. To reduce the time and effort at inter-

viewing there is, therefore, a bias in the sample against racially integrated

neighborhoods. The blocks selected tended to be either all white or all Negro.

Therefore, the people spoken,to were not as representative of middle income

families in racially diverse neighborhooda as middle income families living in
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raCially homogeneoun neighborhoods. ThLs tendency in the sam le doea however

accito nt the fact tint few nci hood in Detroit arc rcciall

diverse. Data from the "Northwest Sample" p_ vides a specific look at the

atypical integrated area.

A Note on Percentage Differencea:

in the analysis tahlea of this report, percentage figures are used through-

ote.. Becauee these percentage/ are loaned on a sample of all families fitting

the definition, aome differences in'perCentages are random fluntuationa, not

valid or significant differences. This leads to the question, "LC Negro familiee

ahow a given percent while white families show a figure that is divergent, hoW

much difference is statiatically important?" The rule of thumb to adopt is that

a percentage variation of 10% or more indicates a gpnuine difference in the two

groups not merely because of sampling variations.
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Chapter II

0EAL C}LLRkCTEBISTICS OF BAJI FAMILIES

In this section of the report attention is given to _he lobjectivell

elements of social status and economic poeitiOn. Two questione Assist in the

understanding of race patterns in-tlie Detroit communitY: 1) is the aChieVeeent

Of A °middle Inconel' position equivalent to *middle clue statue? 2) what are

the similarities add differences'in the "middle income Negro and white families?*

More white than Nogro families were Intarriewed -- a total of 213 and 181

respectively. In All of the subsequent analysis this complement of families

forms the base of comparison. Two factors resulted in more white familiee being

interviewed: a higher.age dintribution and a large population from which,to

draw respendents. Putting it another way, there were many more white fanilies

who fitted the initial criteria and who are a less mobile group'because of age'.

Table 1 supports the differences in the two sub-groups of the sample. ,

Only one in ten heads of households in the Negro sample is age 60 or over,

while more than one in every six White household heads is in that age gro:

Social Statu_

Table 2 indicates the employment status of the head of the' household. it

was revealed that in the white eample, half as many houeehold heads are retired

As compared to thkt a the Negro sample. By contrast it was noted that a similar

ratio in terms of employment -- about half again the proportion of Negro families

reflect joblesnness as does the white families. In a study conducted by the

TAIUS staff in 1965-66 it was found that 2.3% of the white households had an

unemployed head. This is identical to the figure in this stucly, 4.4% Of the

Negro households reflected joblessness by the head. This comparison points OUt

13
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that while the em.1oent levels is smaller- Ne roes -- even in this

!middle income universe -- have greater unemployment.

Economic s

Table 3 the the income level of the families that fall into the survey.

For each income level the figures in parenthesis are the percentages for a

cross-section sample as conducted by TALUS. Yet despite efforts to select a

Negro and white sample as much alike as possible on income, the approach etill

reflecte the income differential befallen the two raCial groupe. For example,

34.8% a the Negro families interviewed had incomes in excess o $10,000. Yet

54.9% of the white families interviewed had comparable incomee. About one in

four families in the sample has an inceme of $14,000 or higher; somewhat better

ban one in ten of the Negro families have such an.income. What the sample does

match in, is the proportion of families in the sample with very low incomes.

Here Negro families under $5,000 income form just 10.h% of the eample; the

comparable white 'statistic is 9.9%. ,

Occupational etatus of the sample families is shown in Table I. The

Sample dhows three timee as many whites in the professional or semi-profeeeional

category ae compared to Negroes. At the ease time more than triple the nuMber

of Nev.) family heads are classified as being in the wunskilledn or-laborer

census classification: 18.2% versus 5.1%. If all of the "white collae

occupations are taken one finds that 35.8% ot the Negro sample falls into this

_group while 64.2% of the white sample fits that designation. Once again the

,

groups art not identical here since somewhat less than twice as many whites

have non-manual occupations as compared to Negroes.

,In Table 5 educational levels of melee and females in the sample_ fantlies

is shown, For males two out of five Negroes have lees than a high sob ol

14
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diploma as compared with one in four for Whites. College graduates form 11.6%

of the Negro male sample aad 32.3% of the White sample.

Table 6 gives the patterns pf geographical mobility for the sample familien.

Tor rAle heads of households; 72.9% of the Negroes and 82.3% of the whites have

been Detroiters for at least 20 years. For females the comparable figures are

69.1% ami-75.9% respectively. What this differential by race suggests is that

the "middle income" groups are "oldtimers" to the city. Whatever geographical

movement may have occurred or is occurring for other groups the study indicatee
A

similar stable populations in this strata of the community. Given the relativel7

Small differences by race, in effect there is a built-in experiment to measure

the rate of mocial mobility.

Table,7 offers a comparison of resIdential mobility for the sample of

families. Somewhat less than half of the white families in the sample have

resided in their present hone for ten years or longer. This is slightly more

than twice ale proportion for egro families. Recent moyement of residence is

reflected by the almost one in two Negro familien living in a home occupied only

Since 19641 this is true of one in three of the white familien. These findings

suggest that middle income fmmilies in Detroit race apart -- are geographic-

ally mobile. However, the rates of movement from households occupied by the

same family in the previous five years is lower than for the white and Negro

population.for Detroit in general.
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SA_MPLE,CHARAOTWRISTICS:
AGE DISTRIBUTION OF HUGS OF NOUS

Negro Families White Families

Age 20-29 13.8% 15.5%
Age 30-39 28.2 21.6

Age 40-49 25.5 273
Age 50-59 21.5 17.4
Age 60 or more 11.0 18.2

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Raw 394)

Table 2

SAMPLE CHANAOTSRISTICSt
EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Negro Families WiteFamfliee

Employed 87.9% 84.5%

Retired 6.7 9.9

Unemployed 3.3 2.3

Housewife 1.1 2.3

Student (in school) 0.5 0.4

-Other (invalid) 0.5 0.2

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Basel 39)4)

16
8.
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Table 3

,SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS:
REPORTED TOTA1 HOUSEHOLD INCOME

Negro_Fam

Under 3,000 11.9% (25.9%) 5.2% (18.9%)
$3,000 to $4,999 5.5 (15.7%) 1.7 (12.5%
45,000 to $7,999 23.2 (37.1% 12.7 (30.0%
$8,000 te $9,999 18.8 (10.7% 17.8 (16.4$
10,000 to $110999 11.6 18.8

_120000 to $13.999
$14,000 to $19*999

34,8% 11.6
9.4

511.9% 11.7
15.0

$20,000 or more- 2.2 9.4
Refused to ansver 12.8 4.7

Total ,100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 394)

Table 4

SAYFIE CHARACTERISTICS:
CCCUPATIONAM STATUS OF MkLE HEAD OF HOUSEHOLD

Professional, sem!l-
pr8fa3sional, kindred

(=cilia, proprietor.,
managere

Clerical and eale. workers
Craftsmen, foreman,

kinired voricer.
Operative and service
Worker.

Laborer.
Retired, unemployed

Total

Nagy° Families Whi --Families

13.3%

12.2
10.3

15.8

26.0
18.2
4.2

100.0%

35.8%

33.2%

18.8
12.2

15.8

10.7
5.1
4.2

100.0%

Base: 165 Hale: 197

17
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Table 5

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS:
EDDCATIONkL LEVEL-OF HEADS OP SO 0

_

Wb te Negro White'
Families

0-8 years 18.3% 13.1% 6.2% 8.1%

9-11 years 21.2 11.5 16.5 18.9

High school graduate 3h.6 28.5 55.14 50.0

1 to 3 years college 114.5 114.6 15.11 10.6

College graduate 5.8 14.6 4.6 9.5

Post graduate or
professional schoo1in g 5.8 17.7 0.0 2.7

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

394)

Table 6

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS;
LEWTH OF RFS1DENCE IN DETROIT FOR
MLIE AND FEMALE HEADS OF HOUSEHOIDS

Male Female

Negro White Ne no
Families

White

Famiaies Families Families

041 years 5.6% 6.7% 6.7% 5.9%

5-9 years 1.9 3.6 3.1 6.4

10-14 Years 7.5 5.2 12.1 6.9.

15-19 years 11.9 2.0 9.2

20 or more years 72.9 82.3 69.1 75.9

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Rase: 160 165 193 204

10.

18
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Table 7

SAME CHARACTERISTICS:
LENGTH OF =TOME AT FRESMIT =FEES

Negro Familiee Wblte Famillee

0-5 months -(1968) 3.3% 2.8%
6-11 months . 7.2
1 year, leas than 2 8.9 8.9
2 years, less than 3 9.9 6.1
3 to 4 years 19.9 11.3
5 to 9 years 28.5 19.2
10 to 19 years 22.3 27.7
20 or more yearn 0.0 19.3

Total 100.0% 100.0%

3914)

19
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Chapter III

LEISURE PATTERNS AND VALUES

One of the first questions *eked of the respondents in the survey Wass

now did you and your fmaily spend yoar vacation time in 1967?" rhe following

,Tablos -- 1, 2, and 3 show the differences between the travel pattern* of the

Negro and white reepondents. Negro families when they do travel are more limited

in their movements than white families. About twice as many whitea traveled to

nearby Candda as did Negro families. One in 100 of the sample Negro families

took a vacation outside of the United States .(other_thon in Canada). About

six timed ea many vhiteo took ouch vacations.

For those reepondents indicating reasons for their travel there exists an

important difference betWeen the Negro and*hite families ha almaiy noted_

family cOntacta account for nearly halt the travel purposes of Negro families.

This is tree for Ono-quarter of the white families. Sightseeing tripe aro about

evenly divided. Whiltes are far more likely to travel for sporta activitieo.

This would include boating, fishing, and hunting. Whitep also indicated travel

forlrelaxation," "just to rest," or other oimilar reasons four timewas frequently

art Negro families. "In general important differeoceo were (leen in vacation purpcises

for white and-Negro middle income families. Social contacts with friends or

relatives account for the majority of travel goals of the Negro families. .

Apart from vacation Mmitravel activtties, a vital wiestion was raised.

, What kinds of spare-time or Avocational activities were important to the salvia

familiesTTo avoid the usual answers, the following queetion woo asked$ 'Io

there tang you do in.your spare time for which your friends give you a lot

of credit?' Table 4 indicates the answers we received. The most frequent kind

2 0
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concerned with household chores and maintenance. Negro respomiente

-,were somewhat las° likely te give this type of Ammer than whitaa. Coimunity

rk and ahurch related activities were less frequent forwhite families.

ng, writim, or other "expressive" activitiee were more prevalent among

White respondent!. The overall priorities were not very divergent. Activi.tiea

inTeiving social interaction with others outside the family accounted for 38% of

Negro responses and 29% of white response:J.

Table 5 prasenteinformation en preferenCee among a liet of recreational

actiVities. Th000-findings suggest that Negro middle income families are not

emulating thetr white counterparts, but instead are displaying functional and

Socially significant laiaure aotivitiee. Negro middle income families appear

to be setting a better model of intereeted citizenehip than la espoueed by the

large society.

A. form of leisure activity which has importance for defining valuee and

life styles are the reading habits of families. Tables 6 thrOUgh 9 provide

information on thia topic. Table 6 summarises the findings. In the Negro

Sample nearly one in ten reepondonts had no regular newepeper choice. Another

one in ten selected the Michigan Chronicle -- a weekly Negrolnaper --, and three

out of four peraons indioated one of the two Detroit dailies. One in twenty

whites had no newspaper choice while-almost nine out of ten picked one of the

dailies.

Table 7 di is with magazine reading. It waa noted for white and Negro

reapondentvthose reporting no regular reading of *magazines or periodicale"

number one out of every seven respondents. Dy contrast almost three out of

four Negroes interviewed read at least two magazines regularly, but nay one

in tee whiten has this level of readership.

2 1
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Within the Negro sample, attenrion to race-oriented reading material is

substantial. Among the choices (first, second, and third) mentioned for peri

ice's, Ebony was included by two out of five families, Jet by one in seven

families, and Negro Digest by 1.2% of the eample. Summarizing, 57% of the Negro

sample reads on a regular basis at least one periodical oriented to a group

, identity content. One in four families selects a Mee-Oriented periodical as

a first-choice in reading fare. The statistics are given in .Table 8.

The final examination of reading patterns is shown in Table 9. W_ the

responses analyzed pertain to this question: "How many books have you read in

the last two months?" At the high end of the reading scale whites have 13.6%

reporting six or more books read, Negroes have 11.5% in this category. At the

opposite end of.the scale, 47.5% of the whites indicated they had read no books

in the last two months, while only L10.7% of the Negro eample so indicated. An-

additional way'of summarizing the findings is to note that 52.5% of the white

xample and 5903% of the, Negro sample report reading at least ona book in the

past two months. These figures are indicative of raughly similar book reading

habits with some tendency for Negroes to be At least minimum consumers of such

reading material. But in fict this general similarity in strikin in view of

the somewhat lower socio-economic level_of the Nepro_versus the white sample.

The analysin of leisure patterns does not substantiate a view of the white
-

or Nogro middle sample as a frivolous nor especially nescapist" strata of Soda

The stereotypes and myths do notaeem to'apply. Each group has some distinct

leisure preferences which provide focal central interests, life styles reflect,

if anything, a greater carrying out of values in the Negro sample of those things

generally voiced by the society as a whole.

2 2
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Ebeomendationes

1. &Ince a large percent of Negroes Lnts- od (35.8%) expressed interest

in mcommumity work,* the Urban League, the =OF, and other community

based groups might make a more concerted effort to involve this group

in somo volunteer activities.

2. One in every four Negro respondente expressed a preference for race-

oriented periodicals (Ebony, gev Negro Digest). It would seem that

both the National and local Leagues should consider using this media
z

as much as-possible to disseminate information about Urban League

activitiess To explain Urban League phllosophy and to encourage

readers to support constructive, progressive programs.

3. Encourage NegroeS to take vacations which expose them to a wider variety

oftrarel_(places of interest) as, adding to their education,-cultural

growth, as well sa rellocation.

4. Since more mad more Negroes are travel-minded, One recommendation

might be the formation of travel clubs where members could exchange

ideas and experiences and share pictm=ss, elides, and other momentoS

of their travels. Such groups could provide entertainment children

and yomng people, which would have great cultural value.
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Table 1

LEISURE PATTERNS:
VACATION TRAVE

ro Families White Families

Didn't take a trip 58.5% 37.1%
Traveled to Northeaktern _ 21.5 17.4
TraVeled to Southeastern U.S. 7.1 4.7
Traveled to Cepada 5.0 9.8
Traveled in Midnigan 3.3 23.5
Traveled to Western U.S.
Traveled outside of U.S.

3.3
1.0 t

4.7
5.8

'Total

Bases 394)

100.0%

Table 2

LEISUTE PATTERNS:
MEANS OF VACATION TRAVEL IN 1967

(for families who made tr:ts)

100.0%

Families White Families

Automobile 74.5% 84.5%
Airplane 17.9 11.1
Bus 5.1 0.7
Train 2.5 2.2
Boat 0.0 1.5

Total 100.0% 100.0%

394)

2 4
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Table 3

LEISURE PATTERNS:
VACATION TRAVEL ACTIV1TIBS FOR 1967

He ro Families White Families

Visiting relat&ves 46.5% 24.9%
Sightseeing trip 29.9 32.5
Sports activities

(camping, etas) 10.4 26.8
Visiting friends 7.9 3.4
Relaxing, N.F.S. 2.7 9.9
Social activities N.F.S. 0.0 1.8
Other 2.7 0.7

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Base: 106 Base: 132

Tabla h

LEISURE PATTERNS:
SPARS TIME AVOCATIONLL.SET7J-9

Household repairs or
related activities 34.8% 41.9%

Community and church work 211.8 17.8
Athletic activities 8.8 8.0
Family activities

reesive skills
painting, writing, eto.)

3.8

2.1

3.9

7.0
Fashion conscious 3.3 0.9.
Card playing, games, etc. 2.2 1.7
Socialising 2.2 1.9
Specific hobeies 0.0 3.3
No skill stated 18.0 13.6

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 394)

2 o
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Table 5

LEISUFM PATTI/Ms
RANK OF- RlNGS OF IRTEREST rN FIFFKO KINDS OF IDECREATIONAL AOTWITIES

(Percent indicating they would be 'Very Interesting")

Do it yourself projecte
around the house

Takdng 4 course in
subject related to work

Reading books
Take up new hobby at home
Adult educaton cLnosesi
Watch television
Cultural events (concerts
art exhibite)

Join a club or community
organisation

Do voltutteer wort in the
community

Attend sporting events
Take a coluve in subject.

not related to vork
Attend lectures on

rrent events
ay cards

Visiting friends
Golf or boating

LtEM

Percent Rank

White

Psrcen RAnk

55.3%

5o.7
50.3
48 3.
45.3
40.8

39.8

38.6

37.4

37.0

36.0

35.4
34.1
31.5
28.1

(1)

(

(154?

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)
(la)

(11)

(12)

(13)
(14 )

(15 )

44.5%

40.7%
48.5
38 6'.
28.1
27.2

32.5

22.6

27.7
30.1-

31 61

24.9

37.6
50.6a . 7

(3)

(5
(2

: (6)

(11)
(13)

(15)

(12)-
(10)

(9)

(14)
(7)
(1)

(4)

(8a00: 394),

18.
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Table 6

LEISURE PATTERNS:
NEWSPAPER READING

(lat Choice of Three Altermatives)

Families White Families

The Detroit News 53.2% (65.8)* 64.3% (745rho Detroit P.Tre Press 22.6 (40.8) 23.0 (41.9Michigan ChrW1i 11.6 (46.4) 0.0 (o.9
7ther MicUWf papers 1.1 (1.1) 0.0 0.5)3uburban Press 0.5 (Lb) 3.3 (28.6)
few York papera 0.5 (4.9) 2.3 (11.3)Willie papers 0.5 (3.3) 1.4 (11.7)
roledo papers 0.0 (1.7) 0.5 (5.2)!hicago papers
fo regularly read
weekly or daily

0.0

9.9

(0.0) 0.5

4.7

(3.3)

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Figures in wenthesia include total percemtage for all three choices.

Bases 394)

Table 7

LEISURE PATTERNS:
MAGAZINES OR PERIODICALS READ EEOMARLY

Three or more magazines
read regularly

Two magazines

Negroyamilies White Families

54.0% 46.5%

read regularly 17.2 14.6
One magazine

read regularly 11..4 24.9
No magazines

read regularly lb.h 14.0

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Use: 394)

7
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Table

LEISURE PATTERNS:
NEOBO RFOND4TS AND RACEORIENTED 2_

Ebony Jet Ne_g_ro Dirat! Total

let mentioned choice 18.8% 5.0% 0.6% 24.4%

2nd mentioned choiee 15.5 5.0 0.6 21.1

3rd mentioned choice 6.1 1,14 0.0 10.5

Total 41.4% 1.2% 57.0%

Table 9

LEISURE FATTEMNS:
NUMBER OF BOOKS READ IN LAST TWO MOMS

Negro Families White Familiee

6 Or more 1.5% 13.6%

h or 5 hooks 11.0 6.6

3 books 11.0 8.0

2 books 11.0 10.3

1 book 14.8 14.0

No hooks read 40.7 47.5

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 394)

2 8
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Chaptor IV

FAMILY LIFE PATTERNS

Table 1 indlcatee the marital status in the i nterviewed fami

hem using the standard Censua categories. Both whites and Negroes wore found

tO be overwhelmingly located in the married classification. White familiee

showed a higher level of marital stability. The Differentials for proportion

of divorced respondents maybe accounted for by the high proportion of whiten

mho are of the Catholic faith._ The age differential in the two subsgrOups

alai" accounts for the higher widowhood of white respondents. Given the varia

tion in percentages due to eampling error -7.3 can conclude that the Negro and

white samples are remarkably similar in terms of marital status.

The middle income survey shows little difference as to the merx of the

hoteehold head. Table 2 indicatee that over nine out of tan of both Negro

and white families in the *ample are headed by a male figure.

In Table 3 the employment etatus of wives in the selected households Is

made evident. A greater level of past and present employment is reflected in

the statietics for Negro women in the survey. One in two is now working and

better than one in four luke previously worked but is now unemployed. This

mane that about three out of all the wives interviewed have been in the labor

force. For white women in the sample, comparable figurem indicate two out of

five nay are or at one time mere in the labor force. The housewife category

is-perhaps most indicative of a womanIs eselfimage.. Nearly five as

9NNEAlitejomen use:the houselLIALjmignatila as Negro_women.

Table 4 indieatee that not only do middle income Negro women play a

greater role in the labor force, but they work longer hours than employed white

women. Sixt 4our and nine tenths percent Of Negro respondente, who are employed,

21.
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report working 40 hours or more. White women in the sample indicate this

level 54.1% of the time. Twice as many white women art working less than 20

hours as art Negro women in the sample.

In terms or household composition the findings indicate that the middle

income Negro household is somewhat more likely to,have additional adults be-

sides the head of the house and their spouse. Table 5 indicates the pattern.

Negro households contain two additional adults twice as often as white house-

holds.

At several points in the report the greater degree of family involvsment

r-- the Negro middle income sample was noted. This interdependence between

extended kin has many significant functions. The respondents were asked the

following questions aMost families need some assistance when they first start

out, and then at other times. Please tell if any of these things apply to you75

A series of six forms of direct and indirect economic aid were listed. Table

6'presents the answers received. Helping with bills or food require: nts was

reported twice as often by Negro families as white families. Babysitting

while parents work was three times as frequent. By contrast, white families

report more aid via haybsitting for leisure activities. Whites also art more

than twice as likely to have received a loan or gift for a house downopayment

Negro families.

In Table 7 the va _sty and vo ume of kin aid is analy=1. Fifty-five a

seven tenths percent of the Negro families report no help via the six ways

indicated. The comparable white percentage is 52.2%. Almost one out of every

ten Negro households received at least three forma of kin assistance; about

one in le white families had this amount of aid. Overall, the difference in

extent of help is much smaller than the difference in type of help. Thus,

3 0
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financial help occurred for 30.4 oit ie Negro familia _0.6

families.

Table 8 shows the ettitudae of families to -rd the help they received

from kin. The respondents, who received some kind of kin assistance were

1ikedt Vas this help of great importance, some imporhance, hardly any

importance, or no importance te you?" Negro families , more likely to

=prose the significance of aid than white families. Twenty-fiVe and five

tenths percent Of the Negro families indicate "some" or "hardly any" importa C

white families choose these answers 36.7% of the time. Th white families

while receiving similar levele of lid from kin appear to stress its value leee

than Negro families.

The sample of middle income families is overwhelmingly a home-oinking

group. Table 9 indicates the extent of this pattern. But race differences are

preeent. While almost nine out of ten white families interviewed are homeowners,

thie is true of less than three out of four Negro families. The TUBS study for

a cross comparison of Detroit shows 48% ownership by Negroes and 84% by whites.

The sample is, therefore, more Similar than the city as a-whole, but still shown

important differencee.

3ummarys

1. The Middle Income sample of households hov no difference in the-

proportion of household heads who are female.

2. The distribution of sample families by number of children living at

home is virtually identical for Negro and white sample houeeholds.

The vhite families have a greater range of family cycles with more

pre-school and pore po _en householde than the Negro sample.

3 1
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Negro wives in the sample Are presently employed in one out of tw_

households. For whites the comparable proportion is somewhat over

one in three. Employed and unemployed women comprise over three-

quarters of the Negro sample, but only two-fifths of the white

sample. White women designate their status as "housewife" Almost

times As often as Negro women.

4. Employed women in a full time job comprise nearly two-thirds of the

Negro middle income sample. This is 10% greater than the white

sample. Nearly three ont of four Negro women interviewed in the

survey work 25 hours per week or more compared to less than throe

out of five white women.

S. One out of five Negro households has at least one additional aotat

beyond the head of the household and their spouse living in the

household as compared to about one in twenty white households.

Help from kin is focused-on helping with bills and food in times of

difficulty, babysitting while parents-Work among the Negro sample is

shown to a greater extent than in white families. Living with in-laws

is reported equally among Negro and white families.

The sample of middle income families shows a large majori.y as home.

owners. The Negro sample shows twice as many renters as the white

sample; 29% versus 12%.

Credit and loan purchases are reported more exten ively by Negro as

compared to white middle income families.

3 2
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Recommendations_t

1. Them is need for determine why Negro women work

lon%er ho rs.

2. This chapter underscores the need for more consumer education to

assiat lower income Negro families to budget and buy wisely to make

the most of their limited incomb*

3. The establishment of more community child care facUttea, open to

children Of all economic levels, and through all means -- public,

cooperati4e, and private*

4. The development of greater vocational opportunitice, particularly fo

middle-range jobs, coupled with efforts to open up new job Opportuni-

ties*

5. Women in the middle income category should be urged and encouraged

to becomeinvolved in community policy planning and deCision making

because of the benefit to them and the future of their children*
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Table 1

FAMUY PATTEMS:
MARITAL STA=

Negro Families White Foal ie

Married 87.3% 89.9%
Widowed 7.11
Divorced 3.3 0.9
Separated 3.3 0.9
Hever married 1.7 0.9

Total 100.0% 100.0%

3910

Table 2

FAMILY PATTERNSs
SEX OF HOUSEHOLD MAD

Male Head of Household
Female Head of Household

Total

394)

Megre Families White Families

91.3% 92.5%
8.7 7#5

100.0% 100.0%

Table'

FAMILY PATTERNS:
STATUS OF FEMALE SPOUSE OF USEHO

(Where head is employed)

Negro Families White Familitsa

Employed h9.5% 35.0%

Housewife 12.6 58.5

Unemployed 29.6 5.0

Retired 2.6 0.0

Student (in school) 2.5 0.5

Other (invalid). 3.2 1.0

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Base: 159

26.
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Table 4

FANIM PATTERNS:
NOUNS PERWEEX }WM= ST zmorno FEMALES

Negro Families White Families

1-9 hours 0.0% 9.7%
1019 bourn 8.5 7.0
20-24 hours 18.1 25.0
25-39 hotra 815 14.2
40 or more hours 64.9 54.1

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Base: 83

Table 5

Basel 72

FAY= EATTENNS s
EXTENDED EMMY LIMO IN ROME:HOW

No adults except head:

Ne re Families White Families

and speuse of head 2% 88.3%
One adult other than
head and Scouse 13.2 8.4

Two or more adults other
than head and spouse 6.6 3.3

Total 100.0% 100.0%

390

27.
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Table 6

FAMILY PATTERNS:
TYPES OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT E IMP

Helping with bills or food

Negro Families White_Fmilies

when times were difficult 19.7% 9.9%

Lived with parents or
18.3 18.8

Babysitting while parent
worked 13.8 5.2

Babysitting for shopping
or recreation 9.9 15.9

A loan or gift for doen-
payment on a house 9.4 19.3

Co-signing for purchasing
a household item 8.3 5.6

Table 7

FAMILY PATTERNS:
EXTENT OF DIRECT AND DIDULECT E MIC HELP

Negro Families White Families

Helped in ell eix wnye
Helped in five ways

0.6%
1.8

0.0%
0.0

Helped in four Ways 2.2 0.9

Helped in three ways 4.9 5.2

Helped in two ways 9.4 11.7

Helped in one way 25.4 30.0
NO help given 55.7 52.2

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Negro fInancial help 30.4% _ncial help 30.6%

28.
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Table 8

FAMMY PATTERNS:
IMPORTANCE OF KIN AID RECEIVED

Families Whitt Families

Great importance
to standard of living 74.5% 63.3%

Some importance 21.6 30.8
Hardly any importance 3.9 5.9

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Baas: 79 Base: 101

Table 9

FAMTLI PATTERNS:
HOMEOWNERSHIP

Ne re Families Wbite Familiee

Own home 7l.h% 87.7%
Renting home 28.6 12.3

Total 100.3 100.0%

(Basel 394)
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Chapter V

MOM MOODS

This portion of the report deals with the significance,and involvement

people feel in their residentIal location. A number of questions on this

topic from the "Northwest Study" -- perso in the Six to Eight Mile, Wyoming

to Woodward area will be used for comparison. In this latter study 193 Nagle

families were interviewed and 216 white families.

Rsspondent.a were asked a general attitude quention about their neighbor.

hood: "Compared to other areas of this city and its suburbs, how well do yoU

like this neighborhood, that is, the area within walking distance from here?

Table 1 presents the responses received -- both from the Middle Income sample

and the Northwest eample. Negro families in the,first sample are more critical

and in the second eample less critical than white famillea. The patern shows

that it is 186s a queotion_of whitee_being more critical of their surToundings

in the northwest arta than of Ne-ro families beteg_much mOra_anittve. In the

Middle Income sample one in every +six Negro respondents indicated mild or

strongly negative attitude toward their neighborhood. Less than half thio4

proportion expresaed similar attitudes among the white sample. y cont's,zt,

whites in the Northwest areae were negative 11.7% of the time and 14t-gir,-c.

1.2% of the time. It ie possible to interpret the white rea4tion as n

of racial ehage in the Northwest study_area. SlimA the Middle Income sample

is largely drawn from racially homogenous neighlxrhoods, whatever components

explain attitudes toward the neighborhood, race is not a central issue.

One link to the immediate neighborhood is the friendship ties that exiet.

Respondents were asked: "How many of your neighbors on this block do you

3 8
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enow well enough so that you are likely to spend half an hour or so with them

now ard then?n The results are shown in Table 2. In the middle inc-me study

hises show more extensive friendship contacts. While 38.6% of the Negro sample

indicate four or more friendshipm, 51.7% of the whites indicate this level of

involvement. In terms of low attachment (knowing only one neighbor or sot

mowing any) Negroes in about one in three instancea have this level of involve-

ment ae compared to ono in six whites.

Turning to the findings for the Northwest aample it ie noted,that the

ifferencee in degree of neighborhood contact are smaller between Negro and

ihite respondents. Thus, in an interracial situation NSgro families appear

:o have similar contacts te'lin all-Negro setting; while whites have less

leighbortood contacts than in all-white eettings, ior example, in the North-

rest area nearly one in three Whites has only one or no neighbors aa a castle,

4qaaintance. Twice this proportion was found in the non-interracial Middle

:ncome sample. Both the findings of the Northwest and Middle Income samples

h ew Negroes less:often with high volume contact (four or more neighbors as

o quaintanc ) than whites.

Another view of the significance of neighborhoods is the overlap between

ommunity organizations on the one hand, and neighborhood people on the other.

espondents were asked: nWhether or not they nee other people from their neigh-

orbood in the organizations they belong to.0 Table 3 presents the findings.

egroes are more than twice as likay to see neighbors at three different groups

hey belong to as compared to whites. While more than half of the white sample

elong to no organizations where neighbors are met, this is true of less than

ne in three-Negroes. Overalls then, neighborhoods form a more important link

the large coumiunity for Negroes as compared to whites.
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In Table ji we examine the senee of cohesion of the neighborhood.

Families were asketh rWhich of these three statements best describes your

neighborho The Table shows how each description was responded tel. In

the Middle Income study, 50.3% of the Negroes and only 37.6% of the whites

see their neighbors as sharing common values. At the same time, few saw

their --ighborhood as conflict-ridden. Half of the whites and one-third of

the Negroes saw their neighbors as detached and "keeping to themselves."

These findings correspond with Table 3 where Negro families found a link

between neighborhood And other social ties. For whites the neighborhbod is

a more aloof, impersonal setting. Findings from the Nerthweet sample show

similar if not more pronounced pattern. Thedimensions of neighborhood coheelon

are, therefore, not attributable to segregated or integrated housing. Whiten

and Negroes differ ih both settings.

To determine whether middle income families were supportive or hostil

gw
rd various specialized housineneeds in their community, people were asked

to put themselves in the place of their neighbors in regard to supporting the

location of various forms of public housing in the neighborhood. In Table 5

the results of asking such a question about housing for elderly are seen.

Whites BOO their neighbors favoring such housing more than do Negroes.

In regard to public housing for "Middle income families" Table 6 shows a

Slight difference by race. Fifty-one and three tenths of the Negro families

say their neighbors support such housing, 16.5% of the whites indicate this

response. Rather, than being more opposed to such housing, whiten are less

certain than Negroeu AS to their view of such a progrm04

32.
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Perbaps the most contrversial form of public housing is that lb

income families. It is frequently argued that the Negro middle incomm person,

newly arrived from low socio-economic status, might resent contact with law

--income groups more than whites. The findinge in Table 7 do not support such

A :view. About two out of every five Negro respondents indicate tbat his

._neighbers yeuld favor lixw income housing in the neighborhood. Less than one

in five whites say this is true of his neighbors. Three out of four whites

say their neighbors would oppoSe low income housing; somewhat under half of.the

Negro families indicate this attitude. ,Thus, both the White and Negro sample

'middle income fmmilies is a bit "class conscious," but the issue appears

-.ater for whites than Negroes.

Perhaps the most effective way to sumarize the significance of

ood ties la to ask people how long they intend to stay in their present eetting.

This implies that "pull" of the area versus the attractions of other neighborhoods

or the disadvantages of their present location.. Table 8 indicates the responses

reeeived to the question; RAll things considered, do you expect to move out

a neighborhood within th 'next year, within three years, wlthin five years,

lonzer than that, or donet you expect to move in the foreseeable teture?" In tbA

addle income sample, almost two-thirds of the Negre families do not expect tp

move. This is true for eomewhat less than half of the white families. Twice as

many whites intend to move within a year -- 15% ---as compared to Negroes -- 7.2%.

'Examing the pattern for a racially changing area -- Northwest Detroit --whites

are mare prom to have plans to move and Negro families less likely than in the_i

Middle Incoml area. Hoevver, immediate moving plans are quite similar in the two

separate namples It is observekthat the middle Income families, both Nem' and

white will in the first instance fA lase mobile than they have been in the past,

and in the second instance more mobile, Per example, Chapter II, Table 7 indicates
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that 59.2%lof the middle income Neg had moved within five years, and 33.8%

Of-the Whites had moved. This compares with intentions to movein_the next five

years of 24.8% for Negro families and 38.9% for white families. Clearly, haw-

ever, the plans of whites will involve movement outside of the city of Detroit.

Focus in this section haa been the neighborhood, peroeptions

ones attackaftent to it and involvement in it. It was found that:

1. Negro families are more negative in their attitudes toward their

neighborhood than whites. In the racially changing Northwest sample

area this pattern w s revered. One out of six Negro families ex-

pressed clearly negative attitudes toward their neighborhood versus

one in twelve whitea*

Negro respondents report fewer con acts with neighbors on a basis

of Nspending half an hour or me with th6e5Ow and then.' This

pattern persists in the Northwest area, but Negrocand whiten are

almost identical in having lower contact with neighbors in this

setting.

Negro respondents report more frequent meeting of neighbors when

they attend meetings of groups in the community which:they belong

to as compared to whites. Thia may reflect the segregation and

compression of the Negro community more than any special attachment

to local areas. This finding coupled with the conclusions under (1)

above suggest an explanation due to ghettoization*

When asked about neighborhood cohesion, Negroes report "people in the

neighborhood tend to agree on important things" more than whites*-
This is coupled with little indication of neighborhood conflict. lock

4 2
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of involvement with neighbors -- keeping to themselves -- is the Modal

_response for whites. This pattern prevails in the Northwest,sample

(an Interracial situation) to a greater degree than the Middle Income

Situation.- Difference between the two eettings is not large and

reflects a different perception of neighborhoods for Negro versus

White respondents. A somewhat greater 4we" feeling exists.

S. In terms of locating housing for the elderly, Negro families are some-

what less receptive than white families. Middle Income public housing

is someuhat more favorable to,Negro families than to white families.

Finally, locating law income public housing iu the neighborhood is

more negatively viewed by white familiei In the middle income study

as COMpared to Negro families*

6. Intentions tO Move reflect greater potential mobility and lees attachment

to neighborhoods for whites versus Yegroes. Where housing is in the

higher soeio-economic category as in the- Northwest su*rvey area, NegrveS

are less mobility-oriented and whites somewhat more so. Using estimates

from past mobility it appears that Negro middle income familieswill

be somewhat less mobile and white somewhat more mobile than in the

past five years.

ations:

16 That Negro be urged to seek housing in all areas . . . and be

persistent in demanding their rights to open housing.

2. Encourage Negroes to attend and participate in eonsnunitr group nec

civic, political, social, and their police precincts.

3. Encourage white neighbors to develop sincere welcoming projects when

Negroes move into an integrated neighborhood.

4 3
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Table 1

N.EIGHHOMOODS:
HOW MUCH YOU LIKE IT

Middle Income Northwest

Nsvo White
Fakdlies

Negro Wite
es Faalrea

Like it very much 57.5% 69.h% 78.2% 6h.5%
Like it somewhat 23*7 24.7 20.5 22.0
Don't particularly

like it 11.6 3.8 0.6 7.7
Don't like it at all 5.0 2.1 0.6 4.0
Don't know 2.4 0.0 0.0 1.88

Total 100.0% 100.0% 99.9% 100.0%
%

Table 2

NEIGROFHOODS:
NUMBER OF NEIGHBO KNOW WEIL ENOUGH TO SPEW TIME WITH

Middle Income

Negro White Negro WhiteFS Friles s Families

None 12.7% 8.h% 20.1% .21.1%
One neighbor 18.8 8.h 11.7 10.1
Two neighbors 13.h 15.5 19.0 lh.2.
Three neighbore 16.5 16.0 14.5 16.1
Four t4 stx neighbors 23.2 26.8 17.8 27.5
Seven or more netghboro 15.h 24.9 16.8 10.9

Total 100.0% 100.0% 99.9% 99.9%

(Base: 39h)

4 4
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Table 3

RICHBORMCCDS:
ORGANIZATIONS rx WHICH PARTICIPATION PNS SEE O NEIG

No organizatiom where

ro Families White Families

'See neighbora 31.5% 51.7%
One organization where

see neighbors 26.5 23.6
Two organizations where

see neighbors 15.5 13.2
Three or more organizatio
where see neighbors 26.5 11.5

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 3914)

Table 4

NEIMMOHBOODS:
FERCEIV COHESIVENESS OF THE NET

Most people __ the
neighborhood tend to

Middle_Income Northwest

-White
FaIlles

White
Families

agree on important things 500% 37.6% 147.6% 32.1%
Most pepple just keep to them..
aelves and,don't discuss important
isstes with one another 33.1 51,2 3 .1 514.6

Most people in the neighbor-
hood tend to disagree on
important-things 14.9 1.1 3.3 1.h

Don't know- 11.1 8.9 17.8 11.9
N.A. 0.6 0.5 0.0 0.0

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 3914)
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Table 5

NEIGHBORHOODS:
LOCATING PUBLIC HOUSING MR THE ELDERLY

IN YOUR NEIGIISORHOOD

Families o Families

Most people would favor it 21.0% 30.0%
Some would favor it, some
would oppose it 34.8 0.5

Most would oppose it 12.1 13.7
All Would oppose it 18.2 8.9
Don't know 13.9 8.9

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Basel 394)

Table 6

NEIGHBORHOODS:
IOCATING PUBLIC HOUSING FOR LOW=ING_ FA14BIFS

IN YOUR nianormoOD

Negro_Fams White Families

Most people would favor it 14.4% 2.8%
Some would favor it, some

would oppose it 26.4 15.5
Most would oppose it 24.8 38.0
All would oppose it 22.6 37.1
Don't know 11.8 6.6

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Baset 3914)

38.
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Table 7

NEIGHBORHOCRIS
LOCATING PUBLIC HOMING FOR MDLE INCOME FA11311ES

IN YOU NMOFIBORROOD

White Fanilies

Most people would favor it 22.1% 18.8%
Some would favor it, some
would oppose it 29.2% 27.7

Most would oppose it 17.6 17.9
All would oppose it 16.3 15.9
Den't know - 12.8 19.7

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 394)

Table 8

NEI0H801311000g:

INTENTION TO MOVE

Middle income Northwest

Negro White
Families

Novo White
es Families Fam31ies

(ithin the next year 7.2% 15.0% 3.3% 14.6%
iithin three years 14.3 12.2 5.6 18.7
iithin five years 3.3 10.8 7.8 12.3
LoOnger than that 7.2 12.1 8.3 4.1
)on't expect to move in
the foreseeable future 64.1 48.9 72.2 45.7

lon't know 2.8 1.0 2.8 4.6
La. 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

391)
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Chapter

,ASSFSSING LOCAL _ DCATION

Closely re ated to the invelvement of families in their neighborhoods is

the role_played by the public schools. This portion of-the study examines_tbe

attitudes and perceptions of the Middle Income families in regard to educational

institutions of the community. Because of identical queetions) again included

s an analycia of the Northwest study responses. The following question was

asked in both the Middle LWOW- and Northwest surveys: "One of the things we

are interested in is how well the schools are serving different people in this

city. First, do you think the schools are doing about as much as they should,

too much, or, not enough to teach Children from families with Middle incomes?"

In Table 1 the answers given are summarised. In the Middle Income sample, more

than halt of the white respondents indicated the schools were doing as much as

they should. By contrast, about one in five Negro respondents indicated this

evaluation. Three,out of five Negro families said that schools were "not doing

enough." This is twice the proportion indicated by-white families. Where

comparable neighborhoods are involved, the Northwest survey shows whites and

Negroes with similar views of the job of schools. Also in this neighborhood

both groups were much more favorable toward the job of schools, although large

proportions indicated dissatisfaction with the schools.

In Table 2 the responses to the question asked about the job of schools lw

teaching children from "low income families" are enalyzed. The Middle Inconel

sample is sharply divided by race. Neay sevenout_of ten Negrojemilies feel

the sehoels are not doing enoughl_pnly 130% pay theelasmuch

as_they should. In sharp contrast, white families art three times as likely

to Bay the schools Are doing "ea much as they should" and only 35.7% say they
_

aro "not doing enough." Accepting these differences as indicating objectiv.

4 8
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,-differsnces in the qua

(

:lcation provided in Negro,versus white neighbof-

the responses reflect two "realities." In the Northwest survey area

the same schools art bases of parent attitudes) a similar perception

ght be expected since a common experience is involved. Were large difference°

rceptions of the schoola do persist ono might explain this by different

subjecttve expeetations." Thua, many school administrators and others often

see Negro families as making "unrealistic" demands on the schools. Ekaminl_ng

ttitudes of Northwest Negro and white families little support is found for

ory. father, Negro families are less critical and white families

than in the general Middle Income survey. Negro families art still

cal than White families -- but the tferences are not as great.
.

An examination of the answers to the was "Do you think the schools

are doing ... as much a$ they shobld ... or not enough to teach Children of

Negro families?" le necessary to fully grasp the meaning of Tables 1 and 2.

The resulta are shown in Table 34 For Ne ro rae ondents_in_the Middle Income

s no difference in the criticism of _schools handlin the education

of Ne rO_Ohildren as_com red to_its teaching of "lew income" children. Statis-

tics for the Northwest sample show White and Negro families with a aimilar

pattern to that of Table 2. This implies 'that Whites in this area,are either

more oriented to tho needs of Negro meMbers of the community or they find a

common base of evaluation under conditions' of interracial contact.

Another aspect of school functioning has to do with the challenge of the

School curriculum. In approaching this topic, the question wse asked: "In

general would you say that public school children in this area are asked to

work to bard, about the right amount, or dontt they have te work hard enough?"

4 9
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--

The answers received are shown in Table h. Tuthe Middle Income se!ple one-half

of tha Ne ro res _noent indicated chiliirsn warn riot asked to work hard, .

enough,

whites felt the edhools were asking the right amount of'work, one in three

Negroes gave this answer. In the northwest sample whites and Negroes had Much

more similar views, but agatn Negro families were more dissatisfied with the

amount -f work required.

The prime educational goals as seen by parents is,analyied in Table.

What should the schools stress? Uppermost in the minds of both Negro and white

middle income families was an, emphasis on "making children interested in learn-

ing." Negro families more frequently placed thisaêhe main educational goal

of the schools. The goals of "building good character" and "teaching basic broth:.

jects" accounted for 48.9% of the white answers but only 29.9% of the Negro

responses.
"Preparing children to get jobs" wus mentioned by 13.3% of the Negro

respondents and only 2.8% of the white respondents. Stress on "discipline"

goals -- "keeping'children under
control" and "teaching good manners" was

mentioned more by Negro than white families. As found earlier, the pattern in

the Northwest survey is characterised by a greater similarity of Negro ard whitc

responses. However, the stress on job preparation and subject matter emphaeis

are greater for Northwest Negro families as compared to white familieS.

Vocational skills are seen as more central functions than "character

building" for Negro families.
For whites, this same goal would appear to be

accomplished outside of the school milieu, whereas job akills are linked more

of the white sample gave this response. Only one in four

.

directly toeducation for Negro families. But the most clear finding is that

the educational process for white and Negro families is fundamentally that of

stimuating children to learn as a goal in and of itself.

-7

5 0
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asked families to evaluate the job of the local elementary, junior,

Senior high school. In_Table 6 we present the findings in regard to the

senior high school. These statistics paralleled those for 10 eVels in the

'educational process. We asked respondents: "Compared to schools in the suburbs)

,
how would you rate the public senidiligh school serving this neighborhood?" The

Statistics indicate sharp differences in how Negro families see their local school

pared to white families., 'While almost half of the white sample saw the

senior high school as "good" or "among the best" only one in five Negro respon-

dents picked these evaluations. Two out of five Negro families said the high

achool was "fair" or "poor."

When the stimulus presented to respoing- families is a single high school

. serving both what:rand Negro families --, as in the Northwest area -- a reversal

of the Middle Income pattern occurs. Here, Negroes are more positive in their

asaessment of the high.school and whites more critical. Clearly the issue of

racepatterne'intervenes. The question then arises as to whether Negroes in

silddle income status evaluate schools on the basis of their degree of racial

integration or their educational product. Are the two issues separated orjoined?

Table-7 sheds light on this isSue. Since Negro and white families in the middle

income study are each talking about different schools, we can compare these

answers to our Northwest eample to sei, if schools are critized for racial composi-

tion or performance over time. The .:::Avstion we asked was this: "Since yOu first

moved into this neighborhood, have the schools improved the quality of education)

have they stayed the same, or have they declined?" Taking first ElementarY

sehools we see that the middle income familiea (Where,whites and Negroes are

separate) Negro families see more decline than impreroment -- whites are about

eVenly divided on the question, However, in the northwest area where a

eemmen set of schools is involVed -- whites see great decliner:Negroes see about

L13.
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as much improvement as decline, Thus the Rhite respo s appear tobe geared

'to racial composition.

.In the case of the Junir HIghs, Negro fi.,milies are more critIcal than

they were about elementaries. Again whites aro evenly divided.- But in the

Northwest sammle a racial composition factor would again seem to explain the

percentage of families seeing decline. In the case of Senior High Schoola

Negroes in the Middle Income survey are twice likely to see decline as

improvement. Whites are once again evenly -- most seeing no change in

edUcation. In the Northwest sample Negro fm17.:.!,,, mom often see decline rather

than' improvement. Whites see virtually no impruutvment, most seo decline. For

each school level Negro iamilies in both the W'die Income (all Negro areas)

and the Northwest (heavy Negro in-movement) arc ilar in their perception of

education decline. This implies that through., ,.1,.,- city s;:hool perforamnce.is

at issue not merely at the border of the "Bla 1- For whites, by contrast,

educational excellence is closely linked to raci 7ornnt : Northwest families

are critical, other Middle income white families am satisfied. What

can be concluded is that whites and Negroes start from o1-,77:n-cnt points of view

and-continue to evaluate sc ools in terms of this "Base of experience." Whites

appear to define quality of education in purely racial terms. Negro families

may tend to be too uncritical given their recent movement from unsatisfactory

inner city settings. The result is a set Of evaluations which suggest how

difficult any comparison of group experiences is likely to be.

Summary:

Conclusions from this examination of attitudes and perceptions of local

school institutions:

1. White and Negro middle income families see the job of public schools

in education of "middle income" childrenin sharply different ways:

5 2
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Negro families in three out of five instances say the schools are

"not doing enough" while a majority of whits respondents say they

doing as much as they should." Whites in the Middle Income

survey are more content with education of leW income children than

middle income children. The opposite is true for Negro families.

7 2. As dissatisfied as these families are with the education of middle

income children, they are even more critical of the job performed in

regard to low income families.

. These figures are matched in regard to the perception of the education

01-
for Negro children. Seven out of ten Negroes find the educational JO

inadequate -7 only one in cight Negro respondents finds it adequate.

One in three whites find this job inadequate, another one in four say

they don't know how good a job the schools are doing.

L. Where whites and Negroes share a common area of the city, perceptionA

of the job done for middle income, poor income, and children of Negro

families are more similar than in the Middle Income smnple. HoWever,

even in a common neighborhood setting Negro families are more critical

of the job done by schools for all three groups.

5. In the Middle Income survey one in two Negro families indicated that'

"ehildren don't have to work hard enough." One in four whites gave

thI tesponses. The Northwest survey shos a similar although less

pronounced difference in attitudes about the schools.
,

6. Both Negro and white families in,the Middle Income and Northwest

surveys stress "interest in learning" as the prime educational goal of

schools. Second to this, Negzo families stress vocational functions

for the schools and diseipline functions. Whites stress "building good

character" and Waching basic subjects." In the Northwest sample,

h5.
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priorities for white and Negro respondents concerning educat____

goals closely match.

7. Aated against suburban schools, Negro families view their local

high school as ',fair or poor" in two out of five instances-. One

in six whites pick these eval ations. By contrast whites in the

Northwest sample are more cri ical of the high school than Negro

families.

The racial component in white evaluatiens is stressed to the extent

that Northwest families see decline in elementary, junior, and senior

high schools. Negro families in the city-wide Middle Income'survey

see relatively more decline than Negro families in the Northwest area.

: This may be due to a shorter time perspective for these families and

to the perceived gain in moving out of the inner-city school districts.

The critical stance of middle income Negro families contrasts bath the

uncritical perceptions of Negroes in the Northwest survey. At the

qme the uncritical views of the Middle Income survey whites who

lived in white areas) contrasts with the hyper-critical views of

whites in the racially shifting Northwest-urvey area. These ett

tudes and their roots in different experience bases reflect the

difficulty of finding a common basis for evaluating schools apart

from racial considerations.

5
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o -ndationes

1. The planning and carrying out of programa specifically designed to

provide communication between the community and the schools, and to

generate enough intereSt on the part of parents to motivate them to

become involved (actively) in school programs.

2. That schools take the initiative to establish lines of communicat&on

with the entire community using whatever media available.

3. That intereqted parents be encouraged and Assisted to organize them-

selves into councils for the purpose of evaluating Various aspects

of the educational system.

5 5
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Table 1

AZSESSING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS;
JOB CF THE PUBLIC SCHOOL OF THE CITY IN TFACHING Mr:WEN

FROM NODDLE INCOME FAMILIES

Middle Income Northwes

Schools are doing az

-Negro
FERITes

White
Families _es Families

much as they should 21.0% 52.2% 37.8% 39.6%
Doing too much 0.6 1.0 5.0 0.0
Not doing enough 61.3 30.0 27.7 34.9
Don't know 17.1 17.8 29.5 25.5

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(Basel 394)

Table 2

ASSESSING EDLEATIONkL INSTITUTIONS:
JOB OF THE PUBLIC SCHOOIS IN TEACHING Ch711DREN

FPDM LOW INCOMM FAMIXES

Schools are doing as

Middle Income Northwee

Negro White egra WhIte
FaMilies ITs Families

much as theyshould 13.3% 143.2% 20.8% 31.9%
Doing too much 0.6 1.9 0.6 0.9
Not doing enough 69.1 35.7- 62.9 h3.7
Don't know 27.0 19.2 15.5 23.5

Total

set 394)

100.0% 100.0% 99.8% 100.0%

5 6
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Table 3

ASSESSING EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS:
JOB OF THE PUTLIC SCHOOLS IN TEACRrNO te0R0 CHILDREN

1ddle Income Northwest'

Schools are doing as

Ne White
FERITes

White
Familiesem

---

much es they should 12.7% 36.0% 20.6% 32.9%
Doing too much 0.6 4.7 1.1 2.8
Not doing enough 70.2 33.8 65.2 41.3
Don't know 16.5 23.5 12.9 23.0

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 39b)

Table h

ASSESSOG EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS:
ADEQUACY,OF PUBLIC SCHOOL REQUIREMENTS

Public school children are

White
Famdiies

Ne ro White
FiaTresFan lies

asked to work too hard 0.0% 1.9% 2.3% 2.3%
Are asked to work about

the right amount . 25.9 31.9 23.6 23.6
Don't have to work

hard enough 49.7 33.4 45.6 36.4

Don't know 24.4 32.6 27.7 36.4

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.6% 96.9%

.(Basel 39h)

5 7
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Table 5

ASS _SING ED1.ATIONAL INSTITUTIO
SCHOOL .X1/1.1.S

Make children interested
in learning

Build good character --

Middle Inca Northwest

Wbite ro White
Families

46.9%43.8% 39.5% 52

honesty, dependabtlity 16.6 27.3 18.4 22.9
Prepare children to
get jobs 13.8 2.8 5.6 1.4

Teach subjects such as science,
readiagp arithmetic 13.3 21.6 211.8 15.0

Keep children under
control and disciplined 5.0 3.7

Teach children good manners
and how to be polite 3.9 1.8 2.2 1.4

Don't knew 1.6 1.1 0.6 2.3

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 394)

Table 6

ISSESSINO gODDATIONAL 1NSTITUTIO
RP.TING O LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL COMM) TO .SUBURBAN SCHOO

Among the best
Good
Fair
Poor
Don't know

Total

394)

Niddle_Incore

egro White
Families

-rthwest

egro White

6.1% 111.1% 17.9%
14.4 32.0 20.1
26.0 11.7 16.8
11.9 4.7 6.7
38.6 37.5 38.6

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

50.
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Table 7

ASSESSING EDUCATIONLL INSTITUTIONS:
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, JUNIOR HIGH, AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHANGES

1entary

Yegr White

-roved Deolimed

23.7%
21.5

ImeroWed Declined

18.7%
3549

16.6%
19.2

19.7%
11.8

mune -1-66inii
Northwest

4g4T114410.
11.0 25.4 13.6 14.5

Northwest 14.0 18.5 9.0 36.3

Senior High School_
Middle Incone 12.2 23.8 15.0 14.1
Northwest 11.8 19.7 8.0 42.0

(Base: 394)

5 9
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Chapter VII

INTERRACIAL CONTACT

This chapter sTecifically focuses on the direct measures of contact

between Negroes and whites in middle income families.

The sampling procedure produced middle income families who are found

mainly in racially homogenous parts of the community. Respondents were asked:

"In this neighborhood are the families all White, all Negro, or both?" Table

1 shows the responses to this question. It is not possible to precisely gauge

the accuracy or these perceptions but it was found that in only twoof the 75

blocks drawn for the sample race diversity was present. Early in the interview

neighborhood vas identified as "the area within walking distance" and "on this

block." Thus, the neighborhood was defined as the immediate physical set ing.

The implication of Table 1 is that Negroes exaggerate the number of whites

living in the Immediate setting while whites exaggerate the number of Negroes

living in proximity to them. ,This irony of misperception has two immediate

implicationsi

a. Whites and Negroes in middle income settings art less closely in

contact that they perceive themselves to be; and, therefore, may

be more physically and socially distant than low income whites

and Negroes.=

b. Neighborhood segregation is a reality which is mutually denied by

Negroes and whites and may, therefore, have implications for percep-

tions of the broader political goals and positions of ono groUp seC

seen by the other.

To briefly elaborate on thsee points, it might be argued that Negroes who

move up in social Status may find it necessary to exaggerate their mobility by

Viewing themselves as achieving more contact with whites than actually occurs.

By the same token, whites who can readily identify Negroes by their high, visi-

bility may exaggerate the proportions of Negroes in their neighborhood. Further

6 0
52.
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more, if whites or middle income s _ rus iggerate in this manner the result is

to accelerate outmigration and serve as a further hindrance to the establish-

ment of stable, integrated neighborhoods. This mutual enforcement process serves

to distort social reality in general. Mines come to view Negroes as more

affluent and "threatening" or "free" to enloy first class citizenship than, in

they aro able to enjoy. At the same time Negroes who view whites as

desirable role models may utilize "integrated" neighborhoods as a Status_Symbol.

Thus, for different motivations, a reciprocal distortion of the segregated

reality of the urban middle income community occurs.

To shed furthenlight on the real and perceived interracial contact of the

middle income family in the "climate" the neighborhood's interracial contact

was analyzed. Table 2 presents the relevant findings.

Table 3 focuses on the issue of interracial and intra-_ cial social distance.

The question was put to respondents: "Suppose the residence next to you is

vacant . . . As far as their desirability as neighbors goes, which of these would

you rank as first, second, or third choices as neighbors?" White preferences for

other whites accounts for 72.4% of the choices with 10.4% indicating a preference

for Negroes. For Negro respondents 59.1% express first preference for other

Negro families, with 4.5% expressing a preference for whites. Taking into account

the nearly two out of five Negro families gho say the "Don't know" what their

first preference is, Negroes and whites don't differ sharply in their preference

for out-group neighbors. Another facet of Interracial contact involves "equal

status" contact in which both whites and Negroes are more concerned about the

social class :f the neighbor than his race. In terms of first ereferences

middle income Negro responses prefer a white collar iorker -- race apart --

5847%, as comnared to 69.2% for whites.
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When the three most preferred neighbors are used as A basis of comparison,

Negro=white differences reflect the imbalance of race attitudes. The alterna-

tive of a Negro doctor is given by 50.3% of the Negro families and 40.0% of the

whites. This same status level expressed by a *white lawyer" yields a 32.6%

preference by Negro families and 75.3% by whites. In effect, where the socio-

economic status of a person is the same -- lawyer versus doctor -- but where

.

race is different a drep of 35% occurs in neighbor preferences by whites. This

same comparison for Negroes shows only a 17.4% drep i.e., selection of

Negro over a white equal status neighbor. Taking the low status of "Negro family

on relief," Negro families prefer this neighbor 16.6% whites selected the low

Status "while laborer" 51.7% of the time. Whites and Negroes equally select the

neighbor of like race with only moderate white collar statue (58.6% versus 59.1%).

Where a professional occupation is involved, Negro families reduce their race

consciousness but whites tend to retain it. Table 3 implies two other points:

a. White preferences do not reciprocate Negro preferences where

lover status -- not race -- is eliminated.

Negro families reject low status Negroes more than whites

reject low status whites as neighbors.

The implication of these findings is that social distance within tbe Negro

community between the Middle Income temple and lower class Negroes is greater

than similar distance in the white community. At the same time both groups show

streng preferences for members of the same race -- irrespective of the social

mas of the person. Whites tend to prefer a neighbor of lower statue such

a laborer more frequently as a first choice or even as a third choice over a

profeseienal porton of higher status -- i.e., a Negro medical doctor. Negro

1.amilies would chopee a white lawyer as a neighbor twice as often (32.6% as

a Negro family on relief 16.6%.

5h.
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The nature and setting for interracial contacts serves as an important

determinant for race attitude's. Contact on a face-to-face basis and:in situa-

tions where atatus is relatively equal tends to breakdown stereotypes and

'promote racial dialogue and understanding. Lack of contact or contact where

great differences in status are built-in serve to perpetuate myths and to

prevent confrontation of hmlan differences that lie behind social "categories."

To, assess the nature of contact, the respondents were asked-the following

questionst "At the present time do you come in contact with other races in any

of the following ways?" Table h indicates the answers received for each of the

eight kinds of inteiaction mentioned in our interview. What is most striking

about this table is that Negro respondents are more likely to have interracial

contact than whites. What this implies is simply the dominance of the majority

group in all areaa of life. However, a further implication of this suggests the

irony of charges concerning Negro "sepa Table 4, if it saya nothing more,

merely testifies to the "separatism" practiced by Middle Income whites.

Further examination of Table 4 reveals additional insights about middle

income interracial contact. The most personalized and status-equal contacts --

where stelotypes are most likely to be broken down -- are reflected in the

1:rottom four forms of contact. According to Table 4, there are presently about

one in every four whites that have any contact with Negroes. By contrast, aboUt

two n every three Negro respondents has had this form of interracial contact.

the assymetry of significant personal contact lies in the withdrawal or

hItss not that of Negroes. Table 1 does offer evidence, however, that inter-

racial contact -- at least for the sample of middle income families had

declined. Comparing the percentages for "ever had close friend of other rac

it is found that three out of four Negroes and about one in.two whites indicated

this form of contact. When the percentages for the Uny of eight or ten people

6 3
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you know best at the present time* we f11 two cut of three Negroes indicating

such contact but only one in four whites. Thus, whatever experiences may have

been present in the past the current urban community reflects a sharp drop in

friendship contact for whites with Negroes and to a leaser extent Negroes with

whites.

Table 5 summarizes the extent of interracial contact By takiag all forms

of interraction mentioned, the variety and dlepernion of contact betwoen racial

groups in the middle income sample can be determined. What is_particularly

thattwo out of every fivawhites

do not even have the most impersonal And fleeting of Contacts with Negroes _

such an shopping in the tame stores. By contrast, one might say that middle

income Negroes literally cannot avoid contact with whites - only 6.1% indicate

no forms of interaction. In terms of extensive contaets, over one in three

middle income Negroes has three of the eight contacts mentioned; only one in

twelve whites has this level,of interaction with Negroes. Again the basic

conclusion is that within the Middle Income social world racial contact iS

highly skewed -- with whites avoiding with success -- whether intentionally

or not -- contact with Negroes.
,

Summary:

Elements of social class and race contact among the respondents in the

survey have been sketched. These arm the major findingst

1. A mutually supported myth of racial integration tends to be present

in the perceptiona of neighborhoods given by the middle income

respondents. Whites and Negroes,, for.apparently differing reasons,

overestimate the racial heterogeneity of:their immediate residential

setting. This suggests two implications:

6 4
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Nbites and Negroes in Middle income settiegs aro less closely
in contact,than they perceive themselves to be, and may in fact
be'mare phyeically and socially distant than lower income whites
and Negroes ( and perhaps upper income whites and Negroes).

b. Neighborhood segregation, while A reality, mutually denied by
whites.and Negroes, may help distort political goals and social
values which in'reality might be otherwise harmonized.

2. To support the desirability of contact with whitee, Negroes may tend

to underestimate hostility or indifference from white neighbors, while

whites, to help support an orientation toward out-migration appear to

exaggerate the negative experiences of contact with Negro neighbors.

3. In terms of preferences for next door neighbors, few whites (one in t_n)

And fewer Neg (one in twenty) pass over members of their own race

to select members of the other race AS first preference.

h. While most preferences for neighbors involve members of the same race,

one in three Negroes and two in five whites indicate at least a third

place,preference ter a member of the other race as a next-door neighbor.

5. Statue and race are each significant in the choice of neighbors for

the middle income respondents. OnIyone_in five Negroes or Whites

want a person of moderate or low status ea 4',neighb6r.

6. Class distinctions in the preference for neighbors is loss significant

than race for the white respondents in the study. For example, whites,

wouldchoose a nwhite laborer' 51.7% of th time as compared te a

Negro physiCian -- 40.0% of the time.

7. Negro middle income families are about equally race and class oriented.

While Negro respondents would choose a white lawyer as a neighbor twice

As often as a Negro family on relief, they also select -- as at leaet

third choice -- a Negro physician over a white lawyer 50.3% as 0.4c1pared

to 32.6%. However, whites would choose a low income white laborer more

6 0
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than times as often as Negroes would select a Negro family on

relief. Social distance within the Negro community appears greater

than in the white sample. Race appears to over-ride all considerations

of social position for whites.

8. In terms of the nature and_extent of interracial contact, Negroes are
-

found to be in contact with whites much more than whites are in con=

tact with Negroes. This is particularly true of equal-status, person-

alized interaction. Only one in four whites has more than the most

superficial interaction with Negroes. Two out Of three Negroes has

some form of personalized interaction with whites. Middle income whites

are much more "separate" from Negroes than vice versa.

9. Lowering in percentages for present friendship contacts versus reported

past friendshin contacts suggest a growing separation of middle income

whites and Negroes in the urban community. This pattern is far more

pronounced for white veraus Negro respondents.

10.- In terms of the volume of_racial interactions, two out of every five

whites in the sample indicated none of the,eight contacts indicated

in the survey. About one in twenty Negroes indicated no contact wi h

whites. While 78.9% of the Negro sample had at least two forms of

contact with whites, only 33.0% of whites indicated this level of

contact. Three times as many Negroes had over two forms of contact

as whites. About two out of every three whites had only one-form of

interracial contact. In.this sense, seraratismsee 7 to be a fact for

middle income whites.

6 6
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Hecoiendations

1. That religious organizations and other agencies be challenged to

expand and intensify all efforts to bring about better human relation',

to do whatever is necessary to dispel once and for all the stereotypee

and myths that influence the thinkinA of the jority of white Americans.

2. That the news radia he encouraged to use its resources to promote better

human relations, by accurate, unbiaced porting that more attention

be given positive trends and events. Honest, st- ght-forward, verbal,

written, and Visual reporting can be a powerftl force in changing

attitudes.

Women's volunteer organisations and groups should be challenged to

structure situations providing for the natural association of people

with vario backgrounds. This is an area in which Urban League Guilds

could be of great assistance, by taking the initiative in planning and

sponsoring interracial events and programs.

6 '7
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Table

INTERRACIAL CONTACT:
RESIDENCE

Live in all Negru

Noun Fan:llies White Families

neighborhood 10.5% 0.5%
Live in all white

neighborhood 0.6 79.9
Mixed 88.9 19.6.

T tal 100.0%

(Base: 39h)

Table 2

INTERRACIAL CONTACT:
INTERRACIAL OLTRATE

100:0%

Negro Families White Families
in mixed areas in-mixed areas

Unusually warm and
pleasant 33.1% 16.7%

Reasonably warm and
pleasant 55.0 50.0

Neither warm nor
pleasant h.8

Sometimes unpleasant 3.2 7.1
Alwaye or seriously

unpleasant 0.0 2.4
Have no contact with

others in neighborhood 6.8 19.0

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Base: 160 Rase: 42
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Table 3_

INTERRACIAL CONTACT:
FEWERENCSS FOR NEIGOORS

Ne ro Familian White Families

1st Choice Total Choice1st Choice Total Choice

Ngro )aedical doctor 111.5% 50.3% 9.9% 40.0%
-:-Negrccbank clerk 114.3 59.1 0.5 20.2
,iNegro family on relief,

looking for work 3.3 16.6 0.0 1.h
t. lawyer 2.6 32.6 48.9 75.3

Jelta postal clerk 1.1 16.6 9.9 58.8
.Alite laborer 0.6 5.5 13.6 51.7
:14on!t,know 36.4 17.2

Total

sex 394)

100.0 100.0%

Table 4

INTERRACIAL CONTACT:
FORMS OF DEMEACTION

. r(-2

&Lilies 'White Families

0ontact at etores
you shop in 96.8% 6.5%

Person of other race is
doctor or dentist 77.5 32.8

Pereon living ia your
neighborhood - 76.4 35.2

At work or in bueiness 75.6 50.6
EVer had close,friand of
other race 711.0 48.4

Any bf eight br ten people you
know beet are of other race 66.4 24.1

Visit in your home 63.5 30.0
Attend parties 63.5 22.6

(Bass: 394)
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Table 5

INTERRACIAL CONTACTs
IND _OF LI-1'0RM SOCIAL INTERACTION

Neighborhood, friendahip, visiting, and party con

No much contact

Negro Familieg White Families

6.1% 41.2%

One contact 14.9 25.8
_ Ta0 contacts 43.1 21.2

/Imo contact; 35.3 8.5
Al four contacts 0.6 3.3

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Basel 394)
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ChApter VIII

POLITICAL AND COMAUNITY PAETICIPATION

In pursuit of the ever widening circle of social patterns of the middle

income eample, attention is turned to the community. The concern is with the

formal channels of political expression and the myriad of voluntary associations

_mat'characterize the urban setting. The levels and forma of participation for

the families surveyed as well as the direction of this commitment is of greatest

mportanee.

:Community Fa iciPation:

Table 1 indicstee the answers received. Of the fifteen types of groups

listed 15.5% of Negroes and 27.3% of whites indicated no participativ Not

Only are the middle income Negro families twice as likely to participate Iti iI

least one formal organisation, but it is noted from Table-L that over half of the

-group participate in three or more groups. The corresponding figure for the

white,sample is about half this proportion -- one in four. Clearly there is a

marked difference in the volume of community gruupa indicated by white versus

Negro respondents..

Table 2 provides a specific Comparison of types of organizations sample

families are active in. The Table also indicates the direction of difference

between Negro and white families. For Negroes the highest level of partiCipation

occurs for_neighberhood associations and block clubs. For whites, church related

groups are most frequent. Negro families are five times.a likely to belong to

neighborhood or block clubs as whites. PTA participation by Negroes is 12.8%

greater than for,whites. Participation in men's or wo-:-WS social clUbs is

twice as high ror Negroes as whites. In onlY two of the twelve oases do whites

have greater participation than Negroes; fraternal groups aUtl golf or country

elube.

7 1
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The findings for membership in voluntary a octations la col-istent wIth

mommentnries by Gunmar Myrdal in An American Dilemma and writims by Drake and

Cayton in which the Negro community is described as more complex in associational

ties than whites. The explanation has been defined as suggesting a "patholo-

gical" distortion of society due to the exclusion of Negroes from the larger

amd more formal centers of power and privilege. Thus, a sort of compensation

is suggented in which Negroes develop an elaborate web of informal groups which

provide a eubstitute base of social life from that of the discriminatory white

majority. This argument is a paradoxical one because it implies that such

groups are frivolous and not really significant in developing political, social,

or economic power. But the firdin s obtained in this stuithemthan_indicating

the irrelevantcharacter of Ne social _at vital

at middle levels of power What is left unstated is the question'of how this

1orm of social involvement is linked to more central and fundamental sources of

power and influence. If Negro groups are local and parochial in character it

MAy 0 -fleet the "compressed" nature of the Negro community. Neighborhood

and block clubs are:important if only because more of the impact of commordty

proeesses are localized AS compared to the white commuriity. The fundamental

gap appeare to be in drawing upon resources from the outnide.

Given this unequal distribution of Power and privilege between white and

Negro communities it would be no eurprise to find Negroes more critical of the

operation of all societal institutions. In Table 3 what might be called %liana=

tion from inntitutions" is measured -- a senee of the failure and worthleSeness

of the mechanisms for carrying out social goals. Eighteen different groups and

institutions are listed. They ranged from Civil Rights groups to clinics and

hospitals. Respondents could rate each organization on a scale of "excellent,

"good," "fair," "poor," or "very poor" in terms of "the kind of job you thinic

7 2
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,they ar. doing." The results shown in Table 3 p_ vide several useful insights.

irst, of 11 ont of the 18 times a comparison vas made the ratings were better

:whites as compared to Negroes
Secondly, the ordering for race sub-groups

s in only two instances and rank differences of five positions or more_ are
gruger-it it four kv artaar The NkACP, the C an League, the New Detroit Committee,

-':aud the police. The Civil Rights-Commission ranks better for Negroes than whdtes.

The opposIte is true for the public schools; also parochial schools. City govern-

syact has an equally low ranking for Negro and white respondenta 14th and 13th

respectively. Both militant black power groups and white racist groups rank at

the bottom of the list of organisations.
Public welfare agencies are ranked equally

low. Automobile companies are laver on the ranking for Negroes as compared to --
whites.

Where whiten and Negroes are assessing
the economic tnsttutionz of the

Community, less faVorable percentages for Negroes are found. While the Federal

gover-nment is:rated more highly by Negroes than whites, state and local govern-

ments are less favorabd by Negroes. Educational institutions -7 public

and parochical schools -- are far less favorably viewed by Negroes than whites.

All of these findings tend to explode a ayth which has pervaded much of the

discussion of commuhity goals and nendst thnview that the low income Negro is

the discontented strata of socIety. What emerges from the findings of Table 3

is a very critical assessment of
major social institutions by middle income

Negroes. Table h,fwether confirms this analysis. The Northwebt survey responde

are compared to this study. There were given a very similar list to evaluate.

ihile some shifting of order does occur (as compared to Table 3) banks have a

Lower rating, police, PUla, colleges, and universities do somewhat better --

the essential pattern is present. Economic, educational, and police institutions

xe more favorably evaluated by whites than Negroes. Governmental agencies show

65.
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similar if no vereed patterne. Middle income Negro families differentiate

the artaa of inadeqxmcy and focus on the private economy and educationaa=

institutions as in need of the greatest improvements.

Politionl Participation:

In the latter portion of this section voting patterns and preferences for

the 'middle Inconel sample are eValuated. Table 5 indicates the responsee received-

to the question: wOo you usually consider yoarself a Democrat, a Republican, or

what?' Three out of four middle income Negro respondenta indicated a Democratic .

party allegiance as compared to two out of five white reap:indents. One in five

Negro respondents indicated an independent or third party preference aa compared

to two in five white reapondents.

Table 6 examines the voting patterm of the survey respondent, in the last

three major elections since 1960. in the preaidential race of eightiyeare ago,,

there was aubstential iupport among the Negro sample,for Mr. Kennedy. At the

same time white non-voting in that election is showm to be twice as high as for=

Negro respondents. Turning to the Johnson=aoldwater election of 1964, it is

found that Negro middle income families were equally strong in Voting for the

Democratic candidate as 1_ 1960. -Again non-voting is about half that forwhitea.

The third election shown, that fox Governor of ?4ichigan and senator in 1966,

shows More than twice the Democratic party Support for-Negroes as compared to

Whites. Republican party voting is higher in the 'state election -- with at least

one in five Negroes voting for at least ono of=the two Republican candidates ..

-

Romney and Ortffin. The aame choices for whites' inoludea one in two respondents

in the sample. Party voting ia overall more prevalent for Negro as compared to

white respondents. Non-Voting is greater for whites than Negroes.

7 I
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nducted prior to the assassination of.3enator

_edy the findings preaentad on presidential candidates preferenee

in 1968, aro of historic interest only. Nevertheless, these choices are sl

in Table 6. Among Negro voters in the middle income survey (as of April) Robert

jannedy ass substantial favorite --with all three Demoeratic candidates obtain-
.

4ng'9,4% of the preferences. This is higher than the preVious indicated Demo-

tic party strength. Republican candidates obtained only 14% Of the NegrO

A)references. By contrast, 36.2% of the white real:Fondants selected a Republican

as a ?referred presidential candidate. Using 1960 as a base, this means a 12.1%

gain among Negro voters favoring the Democrats and a 12.3% gain for tha Republicans

-AmOng white voters. In addition, one in every twenty white Voters indicated a'

eference for Governor Wallace of Alabama. The conclusions from an examination

of Table 7 show that middle income white and Negro voters -- uaing the eample as

shew polarization of political preference Even if the "undecided"

Negro vote went Republican this would restore the ittern of 1960. For whitee

the undecided vote-of:7.h% if it were to go to Wallace or a Republican candidate,

MOuld replicate the Democratic vote for Kennedy in 1960 and Johnson in 1961i .
-

''woUldtherefore be more'accurate)to summarize the political voting analysis,by=

saying middle income Negroes appear'even more solidlk Democratic in their politi-

cal views. than in recent elections and whites axe not really committed to either

y in terms of majority voting.

Summary:

-Examinations of the topics of community partic cation, attitudes toward

community institutio-

roppondente produces the following concluaions:

And political voting patterns among the middle income
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1. -Wegroes ars ictive in voluntary community and social orga

than whites t of.seven Negroes indicated at least one

such involVement as compared to three out of four whites.

2. Specific kinds of organizations show differing involvements for

whites and Negroes. Neighborhood associations and block olubs, FTils

men's and womenis social clubs, charitable orgainzations, and youth

groups are significantly more eztensiVe for Negroes as compared te

whites. Fraternal groups and golf and contry clubs are more freqUent

activitien pursued by whites ae compared to Negroes in the middle income

sample:

Negroes ars generally more critical of social astitutions theE whites.

-Civil_Mghts_orvanisations_andinstitutions
private and publiC T=

re more favorably viewed hy Negroes than whites. Economic, governmental,

and educational inetitutionsare other areas where Negroes show different

and more negative evaluations.

Whites rate the job of policemen among the best of all community groups

while Negro respondents place this
institution near the bottom in terms

of favorable eValuations.

While middle income Negroes do not strongly praIse the work of militant

black power groups they display a high level of alienation from:the

operatim.of most of the major:social institutions'of the seciety.

6. Voting patterns in the past three major elections show a consistent'

party loyalty forNegrareepondents in the- direction of the D9mocruts.

7.
Non-Voting among whites is up to 'Wine as large as for the Negro nample.
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Current 1966 preeidential prefe ces (April, 1966) indicate grea
,

Dsmocratic support among Negroes than in previous electione coupled

tilth an even aplit in party preference forlbite respondente. Clearly,

middle iocome white and Negro fmailies do not ehare similar political

allegiances.

1. That block clubs be encouraged to organize, and once organized to join

with assoc*tions of Block Clubs to en-thence-their power.

2._ That lav enforcement agenciea be urged to intensify their efforts t

develop better community relations particularly in regard to Negro

citisem.

That women's clubs and other women's groups beoncouraged to become

more;knowledgable aboOt politics and the workings.of governmenaal

agencies.
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Table 1

POLITICAL AND COMMUNITY PATTERNS:
NUMBER OF OMANIZATIONAL TIES

No Organizations
One Organization
Two Orgamizations

Negro Families White F 1

15.5%
17.1
lh.3

27.3%
27.3 .

16.3

Three:Organizations 17.0
Four to six Organizations 25.9 15.0

Seven or more Organizations
e

10.2 3.2

Total. 100.0% 100.0%

(Basel' 39b

Table 2

PoLITIGAL AND COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT:
ORGANIZATIONAL PARTICIPATION

Neighborhood association or

Negro Families White Families Pifference
Cal 1-2___----

block club 50.2% 10.8% +39.11%

Parent-teacher asSociation 44.3 31.5 .12:8

Church or srnagogue related
clubs or 'groups 142.5 .., 32.9 + 9.6

Charitable organization 26.5 15.5 _+11.0

Youth Froups (scouts, YWCAt
etc.) = 25.ii 14.6 = +10.8

Womenls or men's social club 23.2 11.7 . +11.5

Professional group or
auXiliary 18.2 13.1 + 5.1

Sports team 14.9 12.2 + 2.7

Freternal organiza ion or '
auxiliary 11.3 16..0 ,

-,_ ,
- 1.7

Local_Democratic or
Republican club 11.6 7.5 - + h.1

Veteran's organization pr
auxiliary 7.2 h.4 + 2.8

Gott' on,country club 3.3 4.2 - 0.9

(Ease: 394) r4

70.
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Table 3

POLITICAL AND COMMUNITY EATTERNSt
18 SELECTED GROUPS AND FORMAL ORGANIZATIONS

(Percent excellent or good)

Negro Rank
Z7aWr

White
Families

Rank
Families Order

-----

-:Barike -68.0% (1) 86.8% (1)
NAACP ,

62.5 (2) 35.2 (10)
CliniCe and hospitals 61.5 - (3) 77.5 (2)

Colleges and universities 60.2 (h) 73.9 (4)

,7 The Urban Magna
:Farent-taacher associations

49.2
46.9

= (5)
(6)

23.0
h7.1

(15)
(8)

Civil Bights Commission 45.8 (7) 33.9 Oa)
Federal government 42.5 (8) 39.4 (9)

New Detroit Committee 38.1 (9) 30.5 (14)

Automobile companies 37.0 (10) , 62.2 (6)

Public sehools
- 37.0 (11) 51.7 (7?

Parochial schools 32.6, (12) 63.5 (5),

State government' 30.4 (13) 33.8 12)

City tovernment 29.2 (14) 31.0 13)

PolicaMen
Public Welfare dupartment
Militant black power

25.4
22.1

(15)
(16)

76.0
20.6

(3)
(16)

groups
White groups such as

11.1 (17) 6.1 (18)

Breakthrough 3.9 (18) 13.2 (17)

Base: 394)

7 9
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15:8ELECTED 0

Table 4

POLITICAL AND COMMUNITX PATTERNS:
AND:FORMAL ORGANIZATIONS FRDM NORTHMEST DETROIT SURVEY

(Percent excellent or good)

Negro White Rank
bTaiiFamilies Order Families

Colleges and universities 7h.2% (I) 79.1% (2)
Clinics and hospitals 68.2 (2) 77.2 (3)
Banks 67.h (3) 81.0 (1)

Church groups 60.h (II) 60.3 (5)
Parent-teacher associations 56.2 (5) 51.8 .(7)
Civil Rights Commission 48.8 (6) 41.1 (10)

t

Federal government 43.3 0) 35.4 (12)
Automobile companies h0.9 (8) 53.2 (6)
Parochial schools ho.4 (9) 44.3 (8)
New Detroit Committee

_
39.1 (10) hit.0 (9)

Public schools 38.8 (11) 40.2 (11)
Policemen 35.9 (12) 65.2 (h)
State government 33.2 (13) 26.8 (14)
City government 30.1 (14) 30.2 (13)
Public welfare agencies 27.11 (15) 25.3 (15)

-Table 5

POLITICAL AND COKMUNITY'PATTERNS:
PARTY INDENTIFICATTON

Usually consider yourself
a Democrat

Usually consider yourself

Negro Families White Families

15.2% 40.8%,

a Republican 3.3 leo
Usually consider yourself
an Independent 12.2 37.1

Other party identification 7.2. 1.9
No answer 2.1 1.9

Total Iodco% 100.0%

(_- 394)

8 0
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Table 6

POLITICAL ANM COMMITNITT PATTERNS:
NIXON-KENNEDY VOTE IN 1960, JOHNSON-GOLDWATER IN

196h, OUBERNATOUAL RACE IN 1966

(1960 Presidential Race)

Negro Families White Families

Voted for Kennedy 81.3% ' 49.3%
Voted for Nixon 2.3 23.9

Did not vote . 12.2 23.0
Refilsed to.answer 3.8

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(1964 Preside ial Race)

Voted for Johnson- 81.8% 50.7%
Voted for Goldwater 0.0% 22.5
Did not Vote 13.8 23.0

Refused to answer Ls.h 3.8

Total- 100.0% 100.0%

State Election)

Voted for Democratic candi-
dates for Governor and Senator 27.1%

Voted for Republican candidates 6.1 31.0
Voted a.split ticket 1114 18.8

Did not Vote 15.5 20.2

Refused to answer 0.7 2.9

Tot41 100.0% 100.0%

(Baae: 3910
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Table 7

POLITICAL AND CDMEUNITY PATTERNSI
PRESIDENTIAL CHOICE FOR 1968

(Ae of May, 1968)

Ne ro 1am41iee Pamiliee

(Kennedy)* 62.h% 18.3%
Humphrey 17.7 18.3

McCartby 3.3 13.6
Rockefeller 1.7 ih.1
Nixon 1.1 13.6
Wallace 0.0 5.2
Percy 0.6 h.7

Romney 0.6 1.9
Reagan 0.0 1.9
Other, 0.0 1.0

No Choice 12.6 7.h

Total 100.0% 100.0%

*Interriaw conducted prior to AS3 i ion

(Eames 394)

714
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Chapter IX

CIVIL RIG= ENVOLVE:H= AND PRIORITIES

Given the dramatic and often breathtaking eventa pertaining to race

relations in our society, it is important to assess how the middle income,sample

has reacted to and how they are a part of the events of these last several years.

A aeries of questions dealt with this important topic. Table 1 presents responses

to 00 question: "How active have you been in human rights activities? Would you

say very active, somewhat active, not very.active, or not at all active?" The

responses indicate the expected:difference between Negroes and whites. Only one

every six whitesindicates any level of involvement in civil rights. In

comparison three out of every five Negroes indicated Involvement. Combining the

"very" and "somewhat^ categories rcveals that 38.4% of middle income Negroes and

9.0% of whites indicate participation in civil rights'acttvities.

Civil hts ParticipatIon and Goala

Respondents were arked,abeut particular kinds of r'o1vement in civil rights.

Table 2 svmmarizes the findings. Nearly three out of five Negro families contti-

butes money to anorganization, two out of five participated in the 1963 march

on Woodwerd, one in three Negroes attend meetings about civil rights, almost one

in five has ritten a letter, over one in ten Negroes has been in a demonstration

or picketing- effort. Thp pereentages of whites are substantially lower although

financial contributions and attendance at meetings, writing letters, and serving

in groups, are mentioned in modest proportions. activitY of whites APPears

to be concentrated among a relatively small but active minority. Only one in

six whites: has been active evee to the extent of a financial donation; two out

of three_Negrees hive at-least this forar of participatio What is seen in

the middle income survey is active white minorlty and an involved Negro majority.

8 3
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What about the primary goals of the civil rights movement? Famali

asked the followingt "Here is a list of things which Civil Rights leaders have

been concerned about. Which do you think i5 most urgent, the second most urgent,

and which is the least rgent?" Table 3 presents the findings for the first and

second most important civil rights goals.

T king the first and second choice of respondents together some important

patterns emerge in the etatisties. Civil rights goals involving economic change

are mentioned 78A% of the time by Negro respondents and 61.5% by 14hites. Goals

involving political control are mentioned 25.5% by Negroes and 17.h% by whites.

Coals involving integration a mentioned 31.6% by Negroes and 2h.4% by whites.

Goals dealinc with education ver se art indicated by 51.L% of the Negro respon-

dents and 87.8% of the white respondents. Negro respondents see civil rights

in a uni-demensional fashion. They stress the need for education over political,

economic, or integration gains fOr Negroes. Dy contrasL, Negro middle income

respondents see Civil Rights goals spread through a series of institutional and

social avenues, primarily economdc opportunity in the job market. Local autonomy

is not a particularly prime direction of movement. Neither is societal integra-

tion. Performance in the econule and educational sphere,seems to be the upper-

most priority.

Reversing the a tres s of Tble 3, Table Li reveals the goals which were viewed

as least urgent by Negro ad stite rsaperulents . This negative profile offern

several ineights. First of all local control and integration programs are among--

the most rejected priorities of the civil rights effort. Jobs, 'schools, and

ro political power art seldom rejected as prime goals. By contrast, whites

do not rejecl-, neighborhood control of chools, but they do devalue as goals

local control of the police, anti-poverty programs, public accommodation into-

ion, and Negro elective power. Wnitesand Negroes art not far apart in what

8 I
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they see as OA requirements for the civil rights movement. The only area of

major difference appears to be in the political sphere. It is here that whites

underrate the need for Negroes in political office and accept, more than Negroe ,

tha idea of local control of schools.

In terms of the future of the civil rights movement, two questions were aiked:

one on the alimination of racial discrimination and the other on the need for

"white aid. Table 5 presents the findings for expectations about ending bias.

Since the same question was asked in the Northwest Survey twe comparisons are

available. In the middle income marvey whites'and Negroep share pessimism as to:

eliminating discrimination. Whites lean slightly more in that direction in

comparison to Negroes. In the Northwest Survey even greater pessimism prevails.

Here three 4.,11 of five Nag oes and=three out offour whites see no immediate

change in race bias.

'
On the question of white aid to the cause of Negro rights, whites and Negroes

have differing views. In the middle income survey, about two out of five whites

feel that Negroes can solve "their problems without any help from whites," but

only one in four Negroes take this position. In the case of the Northwest Survey

versus -Biddle Income Survey white aid to the cause of the Negro is mutually

supported by Negroes ard whites. In the ether instance there is less a

such a position than_a more limited support 9f it. f

been in operation forWhen the interviewing of middle incor.

t time, the:tragedy of Martin Luther King , Jr.'s assasination took place.

Because of the importance of this forthright leader and spokesman for civil

rights peals, a que tion-was included in our survey abbut the impact f his death:

mWhat effect do you think the death of Dr. King will have on the counCrY?" Table

7 summarizes the answers obtained. In the main, Negro respondents felt the

assasination would aid white response to civil rights -- almost one in'two Negroes

77.,
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gave such a reply. Cfly 1.1% thought it would weaken white support. By 'contrast

the whites in the middle income survey sgSi the King assasination aS strengthening

militant Negro groups. This difference expressesthe dramatic gap in perceptions

which as been so frequently cited in the analysis.

5LItIEM:

A Most significant question is how people have come to interpret what

happeed in the summer of 1967. To a very Large degree we all act on what-we

see in the world not what is actually there. As the great sociologist, W. I.

Thomas stated, "Events are real when they are defined as real." How the

person perceives riots or rehellons is more important that what in fact they

started out as or are analyzed to he. Table 8 indicates the rank-order of

ot causes which respondents stated as having "a great deal" to do with the

disturbance.

What is most striking about the statistics Shown in Table 8 is the

able difference in perceptions (2/4.3% between Negro, and white respondents).

Among the most divergent cause are "police brutality" second in orderIor

Negroes in the Middle Income Survey,, sixteenth for whites; "lack of jobs" --

fourth for Nenroes, ninth for Whites; "disappointment with white public officials,"

fifth for Negroes, and tenth for whites; "poor housing" -- third for Negroes, and

seventh for whites. Thus, while Negroes stress police brutality, poor housing,

lack of jobs and anger at local white business, whites stress tenagers, black

nationalism, hatred of whites, and "police not active enough" as disturbance

-causes.
ik

Is the remarkable divergence of white and Negro riot perceptions reduced

where a common area of the city is surveyed -- i.e., the Northwest sample?

8 6
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Table indicates that the arts rs arein the main a negative one. With few

exceptions whites in that survey tend to see a set of causes quite apart from

those seen by their Negro neighbors. In both samples, whites 'examine the same

set of events and come away with radically different explanations and perspec-

tives. If there is any indication of the failure of medIa institutions, eduCa-

tional institutions, and programs of racial understanding it must be measured

by the remarkable gap in common understanding defined by Table 8. This is not

to .say Nho is right5 but only to note the absence of common dialogue for the

most directly pertinent events in a community.

Swinary:

In this examination of civil rights partIcIpation, attitudes, and perceIved

goals -- the following patterns emerge:

1. Only one in siX middle income whites indicate any form of financial

or direct involvement in the civil rights movement. Three out-0f

five Negroes indicate such participation.

One in ten Negro respondents has been in a demonstration or picketing

effort for civil rights, two out of five rerorted being in the 190

March on Woodward, one in five has written a letter on civil rights

problems.

3. Negro priorities in the civil rights movement stress economic, educa-

tional, political, and social goals white priorities stress education

as the_main goal. Both loCal control and integration goals have less

priority for Negroes than change in other institutional forms. Overall

Negroes stress a multi-directional set of priorities, whites stress a

single avenue for 'change, and they tend to devalue_Negro political

control as a prime goal.

8 7
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b. Both Negroes and whit are more pessimistic about the end

discrimination in the rmar future than they are optimistic.

the Northwest sample where neighbodlocd integration occurs, pessi-

mism for both groups ir greater than for the middle income sample

across the entire comrunity.

5. Two out of five whites feel Negroes "can solve their own problems

without help from whites" hut only one in four Negroes take this

position. In the Northwest Survey three out of four whites say

Negroes cannot "go it alone" and only one of five Negroes believe

they can.

6. The irinedtete reaction to the assasination of Dr. Martin Luther King,

Jr.) was seen as binding racial groups more often among Negro respon-

dents than among white respondents. Almost one in two Negro respon-

'dents felt the tragic death of King ould "improve the white response

to civil rights" --only one in five whites took this view. Ten timeS

as many whites felt the King assasinstion would help militant groups

as did Negroes.

7. Perceptions by_wbites, and Negroes to Detro cs civil disorder of

July, 1967, show sharply contrasting "realities." Whites stress the
\-

rioting as a product ofrtee agers, black nationalists, and anger At

local white businesses. Negroes stress anger at local white business-

es, police brutality, poor housing, and lack of jobs. In the Northwest-

ey area riot perceptions, while somewhat more alike still retained

remarkably different perceptions between Negro and white respondents.

The divergency of understanding of common commvnity events reflecti

the separation in experienpes and social worlds of middle income

Negroes and whites.
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1. Some means must oe found to impress upon the white connunity the

fact of its responsibility in meeting the great challenge of this

day: that of truly providing equality of opportunity to all.

Result_ of_the survey indicate that middle income whites have not

fully.prnsped the gravity of the civil rights dilemma and struggle

in the country today.

There is a need for progra which would promo

---
among the majority of citizens of,the problems, fruc

seemingly negative attitudes of the minorities.

The settinp up or -

er understandin g

ermanent voter education program. This should

i-oclude informative sessIons on civic and political rights,

atter.rt to motivate men and women to become more interested and

involved in p-litical activities.

That local and state officials be constantly reminded of their respon

bility to include minority group members in all their appoint6cnts to

public office, and policy making posts.

9. Frateraities, sororities, and other professional organizations should

be reminded to be eVer on the alert to propose the names of qualified

perso _ for public service to offi , ials who have appointive power.
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Table 1

CIVIL RIGHTS:
DEGRED_OF INVOLVEMENT IN THE CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT

Ne ro Flie White Families

Very Active 13.8% 2.4%
Somewhat Active 24.8 6.6
Not very active . 20.4 7.0

Not at all active 39.8 84.o
N. A. 1.2 0.0

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Bese: 394)

Table 2

CIVIL RIGHTS:
PARTICIPATION IN THE MOVEPENT

(Percent saying active)

Donation or membership in
or'loCal organization

Participated in the 1963 march

Negro Families Wittgamilies

87.5% 13.1%

in Detroit. 38.9 0.5

Attended meetings 32.1 7.0
Writing letters 18.2 4.7

Held office or active on a
committee 11.8 3.8

Sit-in demonstrations or
picketing 11.1 1.9

Overall Activit

At least one activity 66.0%,-, 16.5%

No activity 3h.0 83.5

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 39h)

90
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Table 3

CIVIL RIGH7S:
OGAIS OF THE CIVIL RIG

Negro Families White Families

Heat
'Crmt

Second Beet Second

mot-most- Amsnl
-pal- ItTiaTt --°741- 111a

Better jobs 47.5% 23.2% 30.1% 20.6%

Keeping Negro high eahoot-
itudents in school 20.4 12.2 36.2 17.8

Nero Negroea in
lective office 11.6 9.h 1.h 8.4

Better schools 8.3 16.5 11.7 22.1

Promote open houaing 3.3 19.4 3.8 8.9

Keding bias in public
accommodations 3.3 2.8 3.3 4.7

A bettericoverty program 2.2 5.5 5.6 5.2
Leta' neighborhood

Control of police 0.6'. 2.8 1.9 2.8
Local neighborhood

control=of adboole 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.9
Nero achcol integration 0.0 2.8 = 1.4 2.3
No answer 2.2 3.8 3.6 5.3

Total 100.0%. 100.0% 100.0% .100.0%

(Eases 391)

9 1
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Table h

CIVIL NIGHTS:
LEAST URGENT GOALS

Local neighborhood control
of schoole

Local neighborhood control

Negro Families Whitejamilies

23.8%

of police v; 22.1 19.7
Endteg bias tripnblic
accommodations 18.8 16.9

A better powerty progra_ 7.2 18.14

Promete open housing 6.1 6.6
More school integration 3.9 8.2
Keeping Negro high school
students in school 30 2.8

More Negroes in elective
office 2.2 J.10.3

Better schools 1.7 1.0
Better jobs 0.8 3.3
No answer 10.3 5.7

Total 00.0% 100.0%

' (Base: 39h)

c 1 disc

Table 5

CIVIL RIGHTS:
EITECTATIONS ABOUT FUTURE DISCRIMTNATION

Ii ata bra

Middle Income
NegIL1 White

F- _l_OS Families

Northwest
-Nag7;----7WEite

F lies-- Families

Strongly agree' 31.0% 35.2%
,

31.5% 39.3%
Somewhat agree .27.6 36.5 36.3 35.6
Somewhat disagree 23.8 19.3 18.0 16.0
Strongly disagree 1h.h 13.6 19.6 7.8
Dontt know 3.2 1.1 0.6 1.3

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
Baser 181 Basel 213 Baser 178 Base: 219
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Table 6

IVIL RIGHTS:
ATTITUDES ABOUT WHITE AID TO TRE NEGRO

from whi _s.
could solve their problems without any help

nddle Income No-

e o White
Faia_117s

Ne White
_es

Strongly agree 12.7% 22.6% 5.1% 6.9%
Somewhat agree 14.9 20.2 15.9 16.9
Somewhat disagree 21.0 27.2 28.h 22./4
Strongly disagree 48.1 26.4 50.0 52.5
Don't know 3.3 3.6 0.6 1.3

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Table 7

CIVIL RIGHTS: .

EFFECTS OF TM DEATH OF DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

Improve white response

Negre_Families

to civil,rights 45,3% 19.9%
Cause Negro leadership crlsis 12.0 3.3,
Unify entire society 7.7
Strengthen militant Negro

groups 3.4 27.5
Weaken moderate Negro groups 2.6 0.0
Worsen white response to

civil rights 1.7 0.0
Further polarize entire

society 1.7 0.0
Don't know 25.6 36.8

Total 100.0% 100.0%

117 Base: 120

9 3
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Table 8

CIVIL RIGHTS:
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE DETROIT aim 17 SELECTED CAUSES

(Percent saying "a great deal" for specific cause)

Anger at local white

Middle_Incomp Northwest

n101
FamiIin Families

White'. lkspa
FaMilies
Wh;te

business people 41.4% 35.1% 35.8% 33.5%

Police brutality 39.6 4.7 40.8 6.4

Poor housing 35.8 23.5 49.4 37.9

lack of jobs 34.9 19.2 42.7 35.6

Poverty 32.0 21.6 41.9 37.9

Disappointment with white
public officials 32.0 18.3 27.0 12.9

Hatred toward whites 23.8 27.6 20.2 36.4

Police notAotive enough 19.3 28.7 214 .2 22.0

Teenagers 18.2 115.5 22.0 34.4

Black nationalism 14.9 44.2 14.8 143.1

Frustration of middle
class Negroes 13.8 11.3 9.6 12.14

Disappointment with Negro
public officials 13.8 5.2 13.5 7.8

Failure of schools 12.1 9.4 16.4 11.5

Not enough integration 10.5 6.1 16.9 11.1

Lack of welfare services 6.1 3.3 9.0 2.3

Anger at local Negro
business people 5.0 12.6 ..

Too much welfare 3.3 24.4 10.7 17.5

AlThe original questionwast "How much would the fo lowing things contribute to'

causing the Detroit disturbance?" Possible answers were:. a great deal; something,

nothing at all, and donit know. Percentages in the table are for the answer "a

great deal."

9 4
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An into

Chapter t

GROUP IDENUFICATION

and eignificant phenomena in the area of human relations

bas been the emergence of a new vocabulary atd rhetoric concerning ethnic

identification. Given the complexity and emotional impact of a newly emerging

group pride, it would be beyond the scope of this report to attempt to assess

the meaning And consequences of these changing concepts.

Among the :et visible elements in the emergence of the "New Negro" has

been the language by which group identification is defined. "Black consciousn sn

jand "AfroeAmerican" linkages are given wide attention in the mass media. How

much "race consciousness" exints in the middle income white and Negro samples7

To tap this dimension of group life, interviewees were/Asked the following

questions nAs you knew America is made up of people from different backgroende.

If ethnic identifications Werelised, by what term of terms would you prefer to

be know?" Table 1 sumrarizes the "race" identity patterns. Answers ranged

from simple statements such ae "just an American" to _hAngloSason American."

""Geogrephical" and racial identifications have been slparated. This is not a

very precise distinction and for many individuals who say "Scotsmen) is very

clear there are overtones of a cultural-racial identity, not merely a physieal

location of onets ancestors. Table 1 sholis that over a third of the white

respondents mention a- geographical designation when identifying their ethnic

label. Almost half of the white sample selected nAmerican" to define their

-.ethnic identity.:-Twelve and seven tenths percent of the white respondents chose

terms which were clearly racial in implication! White," "Caucasian," etc..

For Negro respondents, only one in ten said they are simply "Americans." Over

eeven out of ten Negroes in the sample saw their primary identification to be

67.
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racial. One in tee mentioned a peoprnhical location without a directly racial

connotation. Few of the Negroes in the sample -- 5.5% -- and fewer Whites chose

to say that there were no ethnic identifications that made any difference.

Table 1 suggests two conclusions: First that Nogroes, even of middle income

status generally see themselves as not simply "Americans." Secondly, that

whites, to a surprising degree, also hold some form of racial or geographical-

cultural-racial identity as important -- about-half of the sample.

Besidds giving some racial or geographical designatioTi the respondents

in the sample were asked to define the content of that identification. The

specif c question asked was: "Mere are some ways of looking at group identity.

Which of these applies to you?" Table 2 contains the responses received to the

four elements of ethnic identity suggested in the Auestion. These answers re-
-

flect soMe significant definitions of greup identity. Among Negro respondents,

religious and cultural meanIngs of ethnic ties acoounts for nearly ene-half of

the "mostly applies" alternatives. About one in five Negroes indicated "Race"

while another one out of five indicated a 'Oort,t know" response. A social class

definition was the least mentioned explanation of group identity. For Whites,

cultural explanations were twice as frequent as for Negroes -- 35.7%. Only 2.3%

he white respondent's indicated that ethnic identity was tied to race as sudh.

Social class explanations were given by one in seven whites, religion by one in

five. Another way to compare the white and Negro answers is to note that.social

class and cultural definitions of groups that are giveL by half of the white

sample but only onequarter of the Negre sample. The difference for Negroes goes

into the "race" category.

Using both the "mostly applies" and "second mostly applies" answers, it is

seen that a relious dimension is given by on_ in two white and Negro respon-

9 6
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dents. A racial definition of ethnic - bup appears for nearly two out of five

Negroes, slightly more than one in ten whites. Cultural and social class defini-

tions are mentioned by four out of five Uh ites but only one in two Negroes. These

findings support the view that white identity is rooted rather broadly in a set

of social linkages and hertage which form an important basis of self-identity.

The relative absence of this in the Neg _ sample seems to provide some explanati

of the recent movement toward group pride and positive self-image so prevalent

in the current discourse about the uNegro revoittion." Table 2 tends to support

the contention that the white individual carries a. set of elaborate meanings

about his nast and his current place in the world and that Negroes are more likely

to carry a race label without a highly developed social heritage built around

this identity.

Furter examination ol the ethn c ide- ification patterns of the Negro

sample f 'Wen in Table 3. Here is summarized the various terns employed by

responde in the stating of group ties. The most frequent reference employed

is "Negri,- 0.ed is used by more than half the respondents who indicated any

ethnip identification. Under "non-racialu designationsare respondents who

said they were "Americans," or Who said, uit makes no difference." The proportion

of individuals employing the term "black" or "African" in defining group allegi-

ance account for 22.2% of the sample. One way to evaluate the findings presented

in Table 3 is to suggest that there is a great deal of variation present in group

identity, but the common usages of a more traditional aature are in overwhelming

preferences. Given the current discussion about "black" versus "Negrou it is

likely that the percentages shown in Table 3 may reflect change that has bccurred

or correction for those who have perceived a dramatic redefinition or identification.

Whichever explanation is used it is important to link this to the findinEs of

89.
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Table 2. With that in mind it would soem reasonable to con lude that Middle

income Negroes view ethnicity more in ita Avsical sense -- regardleSs of the

specific denotation employed -- than in its cultural or occiological sense.

It cannot be assessed from this one-time sample whether the extent of shift

toward the meanings more characteristic of such concepts ic great or small.

What can be said is that the more traditional'idebtities seem to persist.

Another way to assess the tethnic content of Negro-white differences is to

-:seek a separation in the characteristics of Negro from other minority groups

in the society. How widely shared among white and Negro resNndenta is the

hat Negroes are not just another ethnic minority? To focus on this

issue it wus asked: "Many people have been saying that tLe handicaps of the

Negro art different than the handicaps faced by other groups. In yell:, opinion

what ir any are the important differences in the experiences of Negroes aa

compared to other groups such ts immigrants from other lands?" Table 4 summarizes

the types of answers that respondents gave. To confirm our earlier observation,

Negroes tend to stress group uniqueness in physiological sense -- that is differr

ences in visibility due to skin color. It is equally important, however, to

note that purely economic handicaps is mentioned as frequently. White respondents

show a somewhat surprising pattern: cultural beliefs and valUes.,-- is the most

frequently mentioned basis of Negro uniqueness. Skin color is a close second

choide. Whites twice as often indicate that "no special handicaps" exist. This

answer tends to reflect a view that Negro if they have problems they do not

differ from those faced by white immigrant groups.

If the responses which reflect three bases of special Negro differences

are grouped -- i.e., 7so_tal structural," "cultural," and "physical" -- it is

found that Negre responses are distributed as follows: 38.3%, 7.7%, and 29.14%

90.
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respectiv_ y While white responses are 20.6%, 23.0%, and 21.6%. These answere

reflect some very basic differences in comprehending the role of Negroes in

_ e overall society. Whites are half as likely to see the handicape of Negroes

built into the structure of the society. Note the differences in terms

economic handicaps: Negro _29.11% and white 3.3%. At the Same time hitem seem

to replace this e:zplanation with an implicit view that Negroes have inappropriate

or different values and "cultural beUefe. Without again seeking to define what

is "really" correct one can only point out tho dif iculty presented by such

divergencies in definition of what the problem is. The implications of different

views by Negro and white middle income families reflects how one views oneself

and the "outgroup." These concepts are the unspoken levers of socia1 action

and social policy.

E-Lialaa

In a cursory examination of the cuaning and significance of ethnic identity,

the following trends emerge:

1. White respondents when asked about ethnic identity answered in

terms of A geographical or racial designation in one out of two

instances. The remaining whites used the tert "American" without

other qualifications.

2. Seven out of ten Negro respondents used an exclusively racial term

to define ethnic identity. Only one in ten Negroes used the term

"American" without other qualifications.

3. The prime basis of ethnic identity differed significantly between

Negro and white respondents. Whites mentioned cultural or social

class as a basis for identity in one of two instances. Only one in

four Negro respondents chose these basis of identity. Ra0e as a

basis without explanation was Chosen by one in five Negro respondents,

9 9
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only 2.3% of whites 'III° e this basis. lehero two basis of identity

aee added together a racial basin is given by two in five Negroee and,

one in ten whitea. While one in two Negroes mention cultUral or social

claue basis, more than four out of five whites select these expla

of ethnic identification. These findings point to the fact that Whites

are very likely to carry a'heritage of group allegiance and to be lose

than fully assimilated as merely "Americans." Negroes in our sanple

have a concept of "race" which appears to cerrespond to the more

specific meaning defined by whites in the sample.

Negro group identity tends to follow more conventional usage in that

tliegrou i3 the most prevalent term defining group ties. Black and

Afro-American or related terns are employed by one out of five of the

rsspondentS in the sample. The diversity of labels employed reflects

a shifting definition of group identity but the findings alr ady noted,

imply that Negro middle income persons, ethnicity is not as fully

developed as the whites in the survey. What changes maY be occurring

would require4 iomparative or sequence of surveys using the sew

questions concerning ethnic identity.

When asked about the unique handicaps of Negroes, one in five whitos

indicated there were none, while only one in re7Negroes stated this

view. Of those seeing unique handicaps* Negroes mentioned "social

structural" reasons twice as often as_whites. Skin color alone was

as frequently mentioned as the unique handicap by Negroes as economic

hindrances. ;Mites most often stated that "cultural beliefs and

values" aro the source of unique handicaps. The sharp differenced

in pereeiving the root of Negro "problems" reflects the differences

in "definition of the situation" which has been frequently noted in

100
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earlier findings 'hese differences in furrnental perceptions

carry important implications for the future pattern of race relations.

RecommenOations:

1. Findings in this chapter stress the need for more and more educational

programs directed at the masses, to eradicate prejudices against racial

and ethnic groups.

Crash programs should be sponsored by groups of all kinds .-- labor

unions, women's clubs, civic and youth organizations, etc., to provide

for fnller participation of minorities in the social; economic, and

politieal life of the community.

101
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ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION:
6ROUP-LINME.-

Geographical-Racial .

designations
Hacial
American
Np differences
Don't know
N.A.

Total

390

Negro Families White Familioer_

1(1.5
.71

7%
12.7
46.1

3.7
1.0

1:

Table2

=MC 33)EllTUI0iaIONT
BASIS OF GROUP IDENTITY,

-

0%

Religious
Racial
Cultural
Social class (ones

Ne ro Families

First or
se=

common world) 7.7
Don,t know 22.1
Something else 0.6

Not app.icable (no
ethnic identification) 1.8

Total 100.'0%

(Bass: 39h)

.9

102

h5.6%
11.7
50.2

20.h lli 32.9
27.6 27 25.8

2.9 - 1.8 3.7

0%

5.6
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Table 3

ETHNIC IaEMZIFICATION:
PREFERENCES OF DESIGNATION FOR NEGRO RESPONDENTS

"Negrom h5.9%
"Afro-Ameri: 10 9.4
"Black" 9.4
"Colored" 7.2
"American Negri)" 6.1
"Black American" 2.2
"African Decent" 1.1
"Brown" 0.6
Non-racial designations 18.1

Total 100.0%

Base: 181

Table h

ETHNIC IDENTIFICATION:
PEZEI703 GROUT DIFFERENCES

Economic (Housingdobs)
Physiology (Skin Color)
Education
Cultural beliefs and vaules
Historical (slavery)

Ne ro F 1 es White Families

29.4%
29.4%
6.1
5.5
2.2

3.3%
21.6
11.7
23.0
7.1

Organization (lack of
cohesion) 1.7 1.4.

Family structure 1.1 4.2
No special handicaps 9.4 21.6
N.A. 15.2 6.1

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 394)
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Chapter XI

WORK WORIDS

The work world of individuals in one of the most basic roles played in

social life. This central life activity of job and occupation has been inereaa-

ingly specialized and separated from other institutions and commitments. Social

analysts have seen two concerns: first that middle income families are alienated

their work -- that it no longer is a source of satisfaction and personal

worth; and secondly, that work is a separate compartment of life cut off from

other spheres of individual existence. These concerns when coupled with the

blockages of racism might will suggest a careful eXamination of job patterns

and satisfactions.

To begin the analysis, Table 1 presents the facts about time-c mmitment

to work for the middle income head of a household. Uhere the earlier data had

shown that Negroes are less likely to be in white collar jobs, the implications

of this difference is seen. Onl- one in fifteen Ne rome ndent5 indicated

work week;of under fort- hours.Nogrly one in two of the whito reenohdents in

our sampleworks for fewer hours than this. Lest these striking figures imply

simply the lower return in come implied by this difference it must else be

noted that at the high end of the time scale -- nearly one in four white respon-

dents reports a werk week ef 50 hours or more. This is true of one in siX Negro

respondents. Clearly the concentration in Negro sample working hours pOints to

the rather fixed'schedules of hourly empleyment and the greater blue-collar

basis of employment in this sample. This again points up the fact that the

white middle income group is more professionalized, more likely to be college

educated and, therefore, enjoy the benefits of leisu:- and freedom in work

patternsnot found in the Negro sample,
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Table 2 presents information concerning the length of employmenp at the

cnrrent job situation. About one in two Negre respondents has been at the

sane job for ten yeare.or longer. This is true of two in five white respond-Ints.

Negrv and white respondents show equal proportions in under two years at their

present position. The patterns shoen in Table 2 suggests a greater stability

of employnent in the middle income Negro sample which in turn may be viewed

as a pciitive or negative outcome. On the positive side it suggests the

possibility of stronger community _7ots and work satisfaction for Negroes in

the sample. The negative implication is the ceiling effects of job mobilitY

implied by the findings.

To further assess the work history and mobility patterns data was obtained

on the number of jobs respondents have held since leaving high school. Table 3

Presents these findings. Twenty-eight and two teaths percent of the Negre sample

and only 19.3% of the white sample now hold the same job for this entire period.

Thic difference might be at the other exIxeme of frequent job shifts, ,NegroeS

show a higher proportion in this category than 'whites 23.1%,versvs 15.8%.

This paradox of Negroes being both more stable-and more mobile in job holding

is even harder to explain, keeping in mind the smaller number of white dollar

professionals and the larger number of operatives and unskilled workers in the

Negro sample as compared to theyhite sample. This would imply two things about

the Negro workforce represented in the sample: 1) fixed ceiling jobs in blue collar

industries are more prevalent than for white respondents, 2) "Horizontal" mobility

within a fixed skill level -- moving from one similar job to anOther -- is a

substitute for the "career" ladder of white collar employnent in the white sample.

These implications are one way to integrate the findings of Tables 2 and 3. In the ,

instance there was as much Negre recent job holding but substantially more

long-term job,holding. Bop; patterns fit into a notion of ,frequent vertical
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mobility for many Negro respondents coupled with non-mobility as an equally

large white group.

Table 4 examines the role of entrepreneurship for Negroes and whites. The

data suggests virtually no differences in the _roportion of self-employed

persons. However, the somewhat larger number of whites re tired or otherwise

not in the workforce tends to minimise the racial difference in self-employrent.

Thus, 85.6% of employed Negro respondentslre not self mployed, while 83.1%

of whites are in this category. But even this small difference suggests that

being in the middle income group seldom means an entrepreneurs' line of Work.

When we asked respondents the question: "Have you ever thought of going into

a self-employrd line of work?" we find that one out of two white respondents

and two out of three Negro respondents give an affirmative answer. The results

are shown In Table S. So the figures_in Table h may greatly underestimate the

interest and possible development of Negro entrepreneural enterprises.

One:of the topics of concern in the analysis of work patterns was the

source of decision-making about one's occupation. A series of questions about

influences the individusl felt in this rpgard were asked. Respondents were asked:

"How about teachers or experiences while in the course of formal schooling. Row

important have these been in Choosing your line of work?" The responses Are

shown in the top section of Table 6 About half of the Negro sample said that

euch influences 'were at least "somewhat important." Thirty-six and nine tenths

percent of the white respondents made this indication.

The middle section of Table 6 shows whether the influence -- if it was

at all important -- occurred in high school or college. Because a much

smaller proportion of the Negro middle income sample has attended college

it is surRrising to note that relatively few Negroes were stimulated,in an

98.
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employment choiCe by a high school experience in comparison to white

56.5% versus 66.7%. Clpar imPlication can be drawn from this difference

that the effects of high school are far less important than one should expect.

The failure in these institutions is not a criticism unique to this report.

The lowest section of Table 6 indicates if the source of influence use

derived from the educational material or the personael of-the school. There

is an indication of a slight trend toward Negro respondents to be more influ-

enced by teachers than whites. In both instances it is seen that the formal

educational process has an impact that is not primarily derived from the

skills and knowledge obtained in school but in the personal interactions that

talce place with teachers.

Another source of job selection has to do with pee- groups and acquain-

tances that a person develops. Table 7 examines the role of this influence

On job selection. Over four out of_five Negro respondents indicate that

friends had little or norole in their selection of an.occupation. This is

true for two out of three white respondents. Nearly twice the proportion of

whites attribute to friends a strong influence in job selection. Given the

different socio-economic position of Negroes and whites, it is important to

point out the apparent nisoLating" process implied by Table 7. IrLeffect it in

noted that Negroes who are now in middle income occupat oral roles appear to

have achieved this social mobility in tervs of insulating themselves from

their peers. This implication is drawn because of the absence of friends

influenceing their job choices. inether such a process is in fact desirable

or necessavy cannot be assessed from o_ data. But it is evident that where

individuals choose an important reference group -- that is, a group or group

representative that one models ones behavior afte -- it effects their vauee

and goals.
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Table 6 shows Negro respondents stre ing the role of teachers and in

Table 7 they devalue the role of friends. The implication would appear to be

that mobility for Negroes in a setting of a low socio-economic background

requires the careful choice of reference models. One result is that an

individual may have to reject peer group values and seek to emulate the

values of middle class persons such as teachers. The data hints at such a

process for middle income Negre respondents.

One of the most basic elements of work is the degree of satisfaction which

one derives -- something which helps define the dignity and self-worth of the

individual. Many questions which ask a person how well he likes his job may

catch only the superficial views'of the moment or may reflect circumstancen

not directly -lated to the actual occupation one pursues. To overcome this

more superficial approach, job satisfaction is measured by asking respondents

the following question wIThat typo of work tould you try-to get into if you

could start all over again?" Table 8 contains the answers received. The

proportion of respondents choosing the "same line of work" comprise one out

of everyTiVe white and Negro respondents in the sample. ln other words,

four out of five persons were dissati1_,fied enough with their present line of

work to indicate they would not again pursue it if they had the chance.

In Table 8 insight is gained into the occupational goals of the sample

respondents. Of the dissatisfied Negro respondents, 64.2% of the tetel(or

lour out of five dissatisfied) chOse white collar occupations. For White

respondents, 71.6% chose white collar jobs (over seven out of eight of_the

dissatisfied). 'What these figures seem to imply in that mobility aspirations

are somewhat more conservative Tor the Negro sample as compared to tho white

sample. It must be remembered that twice-as many white respondents are almady

in white collar positions as compared to Negro respondents, the findings in

Table 8 in this chapter tell a different story.
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%%at ray be concluded is that Nagro resr-ndents are higher in their

aspirations than white respondents. W%ereas 3/5ths of the Negro sampleiS

in the blue-collar occupatiomal category, of the dissatisfied group in:Table

=8 only one in five chooses anothsr blue collar position, or 60% Versus 25%.

For

_ .

the whitesample it is,known from Chapter II that three out of four are

teeollar jobs and one in 15 respondents chooses a blue collar position;

or 25% simpered to 8%. For Negroes then, twice the proportion of dissatisfied

respondents seeks a white collar position as compared to white respondents.

Another measure of job satisfaction is the link to financial return. That

'is.-will the income offer a proper reward? Rather than evaluating this directly

respondents were asked: "What would be the highest income you expect to earn

in any one year during your lifetime -- figured in today's dollars?" Table 9

indicates the responses that were given. Negro:expectations were far lower

than white. Better than one in three Negroes expects hip highest yearly income

to be under V10,000._ This is true for about one in ten whites. More than

twice the number of whites expect to earn over $20,000 than do Negro respondents.

Certainly in terms of income alone the occupational pu its of whiteS

haVe more "pay-off" than for Negroes. Whether this indicates a dissatisfaction

wlth the immediate job situation or merely the perception of blocked mobility

Mithin the occupation is leftundetermined. To assess this, the:following question

was askedt "As a general view, how do you feel about the future opportunities

in your line of work or occupation?" In Table 10 one sees the replies to the

three choices.of,"excellent," "good," or "fair." Quito Clearly Negroes are.

"mQre pessirdstic than whites. About twice the proportion of Negroes sees only

:"fair" opportsbity in their line of work. Whites say opportunities are "excell-

ent" or "good" 76.3% of the ti e, while Negroes indicate these responses 61.h% of

the time. The implication is -- linking Table 8, 9, and 10 -- as follows: Negroes
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in the middle income have roater ob mobili a ions buttheir

expectations are lower than the equivalent white_ Eample. Both groups are not

Content uith their chosen occupations - but for whites this dissatisfaction

is not reflected in epportunities for additional income or new opportunities

in their chOsen field of endeavor. Precisely in terns of these measures of

job=Worth and self-worth_Negro respondents 'manifest significant disparity_,

between intentions and realities as they perceive them. It in in this gap

between present and future thatthe piddle income Negro_appearsto.be. in a

serious "locked-inn position.

LITEEE

In this section the following basic patterns appear:

1. While one out of every two white respondents in.the study indicated

a work week_of less than forty hours, this use true for_ only one in

15 Negro respondents. Given the lower income distribution of the

Negro 'sample this disparity cannot be accounted for by batter compon-

sation for Negroes but implicitY7.6 lower rewards as expressed oy

leisure Aapportunitias.

2. Negro job holdings in the middle income sample shows somewhat greater

stability than for the-middle income white sample.- One,in two Negroes--

but only two in fivewhites has held the same job for ten years or

longe _ Given the older age distribution of white r'aspondents,this

implies greater job uverticaltt mobility fo-wh_tes. This is borne

out by the number of job-changes since high school. Proportionately,

more Negroes have held the same job during that period then whites.

At the same tiMep a minority of Negro respondents appear to be very

active as far as vertical job movement is-concerned. The patterns

suggests that there is a fixed ceiling on jobs in blue collar occupa-
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tions (where 5ths of the -Negro sample Works) are conducive

to shifting of jobs "horizontally" because of a blocked "vertical"

mobility.

About one in 25 whi and Negro respondents indicated their occupation

as self-employed. When asked about having considered a self-employed

line of work, one out of two whites gives a positive response and

twe out of three Negroes_gives a positive responoe. This significant
-

difference suggests the petential,fer:Negro entrepreneurship.

In terms of choosing their present line Of-Work, one in two Negroes

indicated that experiences in the course of formal education were a

least somewhat important. This was true of 36.9% of the white respon-

dents. Despite the smaller number of Negroes with a college education,

=relatively_more Negroes indicated that a "college". inetead of a "high

school" experience had influenced their job choice. For both whites and

Negroes the educational influence was derived frm contact with a

teacher rather than the content of educational materials.

5. Twice as many whites as Negroes indicated that friends had been influ-

ential in selecting a job. This finding along with the greater role

_7played by teachers indicated by Negro respondents suggestedrthat

occupational choice in the ghetto means isolation from the predominant

socio-economic employment patterns and values. In effect the

"reference" point of teachers rather than peers is associated with

Negro mobility and not with white mobility.

Four out of five Negroes and whites would not select their same line

.of work if they could "start over." Of,the dissatisfied group, four

out of five Negroes would select white collar occupations as would
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seven out of eight whites Given that 3f5ths of th Negro sample now

hold blue collar positions while half of the white sample dOes,

occupational aspirations are siguificantly higher for the Negro as

compared to the white sample.

Using as a measure of job satisfaction the highest earnings a reepon-

dent would expeCt, it is found, that,one in three Negro respondente

do not expect to ever earn $10,000 --while nine out of ten whites

earnings this highor higher. Twice as many white respon-

dents compared to Negro responients eXpect to earn-over $20,000.

Twice as many Negroes view their Present line of work as providing

only "fain" opportunities for the future as compared to how whitea

view their opportunities. These findings coupled with the low e

tations-for income but higher mobility_aspirations refleet a gap

between present position and desired goals that is distinct in the

Negro middle income sample but absent in the white sample. This

"locked7in" mobility pattern in the world of work means a

cant discrepancy between realities for whites-compared to Negro

for not in the "poverty" range.
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Recommendatione:

1. Four out of five respondente, both Negro and white, expressed dissat

n with their present line of work to'the point that they would

not choose it again if given a choice. It is strongly recommended that

information on careers be introduced into the school programa in time

to give the students an opporturlity to inve tigate job and vocational

opportunities,. With expert counselling, it may be possible to prevent

widespread job dissatisfaction.

2. That constant aggressive action be taken to eliminate discrimination in

businese, industry, government, and labor unions, in hiring and upgrading

of all persons. Negroes must break all job classification barriern.

Opportunity for conttnuing education should be available to ever,'

adult at whatever point,his or her formal schooling stopped. This

_
should include vocational training adapted to the growing need for

Skilled Workers. Highly skilled counselling should be an integral

part of all ouch programs:

Co

This study refl- __ a substantially higher income, education and occupational

composition for both groups that would be yielded by a "Random Survey."
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Table 1

WORK maps:
HOHFiS WOROM PER WEEK

30 hourn
39 hours

_ hours
50 or more

Families White Families_

3.3% 10.6%
3.3 35.1

76.7 29.6
16.7 240

Total 100.0%

ase: 394)

Table 2

WORK WORLDS:
LENGTH OF PRISENT EO

100.0%

White Families

Under one year 21.1%
1 year, less than 2 - 15.3 19.6
2 to Li yeara I.? 106
5 tp 9 years 12.8 17.5
10 or more years' 48.8 40.3

Total :190.0%

Ease: 3910
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Table 3

RK WORIDS:
NUMBER OF JOBS MID SINCE HIGH SCHOOL

Liegro Families White Families

Sane es present job 28.2% 19.3%
One other job 7.7 15.8 '

Two other jobs 10.3 17.5
Three other jobs 17.9 15.8
Four other jobs 12.8 15.8
Five or more jobs 23.1 1S8

Total 100.0% 100.0%

_-e: 394)

Table 4

WORK WORLDS:
SELE-ETOLOYED STATUS

4

Negro Tariiies White Families

Self employed 4.5%- 4.7%
Not self-employed 85.6 83.1

Retired. unemployed 9.9 12.2

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Table 5

WORK WORLDS:
ORIENTATION TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP FOR NON,ZEIF EVLOYED

oht of oi=ino h±nessfoxyaursoif?

No

Total

Nagrv Families Families

73.1% 51.3%
26.9 48.7

100.0% 100.0%

Base: 56 Base: 65
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'Table 6

WORK:WADS'
_ TANCE OF TEAClitRS AND FON1L grATIoN

Very important
Somewhatlimportant
Not very important-
Not at all important
Don't knaw

Families .:, ,White Families
:.

,-i70-:98% -4 124:e

-28.2 3%a
1.719= 15.7
5.2 12.2

High School influence 56 66.7%
College
Teacher influence
Sbject

(Base: 394)

Table 7-
-

WORK WORIDS:
,

IMPORTANCE 0F FREINDS II 0869EL:ECTION

Very important__
Somewhat important

-_ Not very important
Not at all important
Don't know

Total

(Base:- 394) -

Fwd.'

2.6%
10.3
668
1-5

100.0%

19.3
49.2
19.3
6.9

100.0%
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Table 8

WORK WORLDSI
WOW SATISFACTION

What type of work would -0a_t17 to_Pet into if you 0011d start
over again?

Professional, semi-
professional

p-etTiolals, managers,
proprietors

Ne ro_F011ies White_Families

59.1%

5.1

54.1%

17.5
Clerical, sales 0.0 .0.0
Craftsme4 foremen,
kdndred 12.8 .16

Service, operatives 343
Same lism of work 20.5 19.1
Don't know 0.0 4.4

Total 100.0% 100.0%

(Sue: 390

Table 9

WORK WORLDSC
HIGHEST YEA= INCOIS EXPECTATION

Under $7,500

o Families White Families'

1.8%
$7,500 to $10,000 12.8 10.3
$10,000 to $15,000 28.2 17.6
$15,000 to $20,000 5.1 12.3
Over $20,000 15.4 35.1
Don't know 10.4 11.5
N.A. 0.0 11.4

Total 100.0% 100.0%

se:' 394)
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Table 10

wow mum
FUTURE OFFOUNITIES IN FEE5ENT LIKE OF WORE

are excellent
are good
are fAir

ere are no opportunitiaa
Donit know
N.A.

Total

(Bane: 394)

118

NegraFagilies White randliee

23.0% 42.3%
28.2 21.1
23.0 12.3

0.0 0.0
5.1 5.3
20.7

100.0% 100.0%
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Chapter XII

SOCIAL MOBILITY: MYTH AND REALITY

Previous chapters.have focused on the occupational patterns of middle

income whites andNegroes. Flowipg_fromthis concern is the question of gains

and goals in the stratification system of the society. American values and

achievementa are closely bound up with the process of social mobility.- 'Roth

in its preMise and ita failures the society offere this.ind:- of success --

ita own and that of ita members.

One rather objective index of social mobility is that oY: r-gesera7

tional" movement. The simple question Asko:Fie thiS: "Do ,parents determi

the social level of their offspring or is movement -- either upward or down-

a-frequent-occUrrenCe75 --Table-1,-shown-the-occupational-level-of-the-

fathers of the sample heads of households. For Negroes 25.5% of the fathers

ware in white-collar occupations. For Whites the equivalent percentage is

48.5%. Another 10.5% of the Negro and 22.5% of the white-fathom were in skilled

blue'Collar occupations. This means that the Middle income families frequently

'havea background of relativay high occupational status fllom which they have

''-received th4r initial boost.

In Table-2 there is a comparieen,of theq3ccupational status of none with

fathers.. The results are rather striking. For the Negro sample a 10.3% gain

between geasrations has occurred in terms Of white collar occupations. A

issocourrem_g_p_tecellazeorrea.--ndindro'of6.1-occui_tions,Flowever-for

Whites a_gain of 15.7%-has.Opcurred in white collar occupatione._e drop of_143 1

in blue'collar:positions._ In other words, half again as many_whites as:Negroes

,-, have moved up to h4gh status occu-:tions -- twice as many have moved out of_low

: Status occupations,.
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There are some differences _ even more startling.. For-Negroes

in the middle income sample, there is a drop of 2.7% in professional and

semi-professional occupations between the generatio_ under discussion.

Whites show a gain of ,15.8% in such oCcupations. In this:/ latter instance a
.

drop in ilmanagerial" occupations reflects the shift from self-employed small

business enterprise to bureaucratic odcupations -- a chqacteristic of society

in recent decadee But even if the two white collar groilaps are added --

L
professional and managerial -- Negroes show a -net_gain ef 3.4% while Whites

ehaw a 10.1% min_-three times theincrease., These differences art even
.. -

more striking when one realizes that Negroes start from& much lower base

/

as indicated= in Table 1 of this chapter. Tereentage gains should then be

easier to-obtain. But the results reflect instead th-ctendenay toward stag:ga-
1

tion in occuPational mobility for Negroes. The iIlusitin of gfeat gains in-,
_

---

the Negro middle class must be put into perspective in turn leads to

,a4view that the middle class is reproducing itself With slight isin while for

whItes thareis a substantial eipension in.upward.mobility.

Table 3 examines thetyTe Of industry inwhich Whites and Negroes are

employed in the sample. The most rapidly expanding industries ouches service

and.finance show-whites with 28.9% and Neiroes with20.8%-. _Wholesale and retail

trade shaw three times the number of whites as compared to Negroes. Only in

professional servlces are the two groups near:parity: 11.7% and 13.2%. In

Ser:lee iniustriee, Negroes show a gain of 5.1%, whi _ gain of 10.5%; in finance

and real estate Negroes gained 1.3%, whites 2.5%; in 4holesale and retail trades

the figures 4re 1.9% and 3.5% Only in professional services did Negroes outgain

whites -- 7.1% versus 2.3%. The increase in Negroes in manufacturing reflects

employment in the automobile industry. Whites show a large decline ih this industry,
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rne of Table point toward two important implications: First,

Negro middle income families lag behind'whitWin may areas of expanding

economic activity and'opportunity; secondly, middle:income Negroes are far

--lees diversified in their employment by industry-type than whites. Both of

-theee findings directly assess the influence and control which middle income

Negroes do not have over their own destiay and particularly that of others. With-

'out access to finance, service, and basic marketing outlets of the community,

-little direction Oan be given toward carrying improvement in the life of inner-

City families and the Negro community as a whole. Whatever gains are reflected

,loy middle income Negroes they do not suggest Significant bases of economic or

social 'power.

The :or role played by formal education in the life of mdddle income

-families has already been indicated Social mobility is likely to be measured

:by-.education and-this in turn_may provide_rewards and access to sociotal values

not determined by income or occupation alone. In Table 4 one sees the educational

mobility of the middle income sample. The fundamental question raised by Table

4 is this: rDoes educational attainment provide economic rewards equally for

whitea and Negrees25 An examination of Table 4 leads to an answer that is
--

generally in the negative. Taking first males who have not completed high

school, it le found that'36% of the whites and 27% of the Negroes with this

level of education earn $10,000 or more per year. The next group, high school

graduates, show 56% of whites and 44% of Negroee with such incomes. Persons

with from one to three years of college if they Ire Negro, 68% of the time earn

$10,000 Or more; while if they are white the percentage is 74%.

The lower portion of Table 4 indicates that for a college grachiate with

a B.A., 29% of the Negroes and 69% of the whites earn 410,000 or mar
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Finally, for individuals with professional or post gradua college education '

it is found that there is a reversal: '100% of the Negroes earn $10,000 or

more, only 87% of the whites do so. Overall, then four out of the five'compari-

sons showed whites gaining larger salaries with the SAM level Of education.as

Negrees. It was only with an advanced college degree that this differential,

was overcome and even overturAd.
_

Importmrt as the comparisons for college eduCated persons- are, --terptdrst

disturbing findings in Table h are those associated with high school graduates.

,Oiven the tremendous pressures on teenagers from the community, the sehool, and

the family it is important to face the reality that high school graduation does

not reduce discrimination. Twice as mani whi with

a hi h school di loma earn' $1h 000 or more. Th.chigh school greduate-groUP:is -
tt

a major portion of the urban community. If the incentives for graduatiWaare

not tangible it-is ludicrous to condemn those who art.not-motivated-to-compf0L-------

their publie school education. The findings in this survey do not lend great

. _

encouragement to this major segment of the Negro comMianity.

Table 5 presents the patterns of educational mobility for fathers and sons_

in the sample population. The focus is upon the extent of z212,gain educational

level) irrespective of what,'rewards_itmight bring. The fathert in the Mgr°

aMple are in 35.0% of f6O-cases at leeSt high-school graduates. A 'gain of 25.5%.77-

White fathers are high school graduates 41.0% of.the time and their sons attaining

at least this level of education in 75.6% of the time -- a gain of 34.6%.

een and one tenth pereent of the fathers of Negro Male respondentS attend

college and 19.2% of white resoOndents attended coll-dge; In the present sample,

Negro college attendance is 26.1% -- a gain of 11.0%; while for Whites the Sample

shows 116.9% a gain of 27.7%. In effect_thent_both_white and Negyo respondents

---------
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th similar co le nda but whites have far out-

d_ d Ne in current eneration calm. Such a pattern seriously calls

into question the view that Negro "progress" in educational gains is acceler-

ating. As in the case of occupational mobility, the Negro middle income strata

of the community is reproducing its past ins with only slight growth in the

size of its educational base.

Mobility _Patterns for Female_Ples, ndenta:

The discussion of patterns of social mobility has up to this point been

confined to the male respondents in the study. This has been necessary in

order to clarify the actual patterns of societal change. Because of the

widespread belief that white women in our society have their skills under-

employed irrespective of educational attainments and that Negro women are less

subjective to discrimination than men -- the survey has dealt solely with male

respondents. But the validity of the "underemployed white female" and the

"matriarchial" pattern in the Negro community requires examination in its own

right. We shall seek an exploration of this hypotheses or more accurately "myths.'

Table 6 presents the occupational status pattern for employed fe les in

the sample of middle income families. For Negro respondents 18.2% of the employed

women are in professional or managerial occupations. This compares with

for white women -- about one to two ratio. Taking all three white collar occupa-

tions, Negro women 57.9% ,f the time fill these positions as compared to 87.9%

for White females_7- a differential of 30.0%. In other words, there are three

out of ten white females in non-manual occupations who have no Negro female

counterparts. Quite clearly Table 6 argues fora rejection of the thesis that

white females art leas able to achieve -- in occupational terms -- societal

positions of significant status.
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In Table 7 the question of educational attainment anc mobility is examined.

White women in the present sample are high school graduates 55.4% of the timel

Negro women 50.0% of the time. In tor= of college education there IS soMe

confirmation for the reverse discrimination thesis: 20.0% of white women have

college education compared to 23.0% for Negro females. Corresponding statistiCS

for males (from Table ) white 46.9% and Negroes 26.1% respectively. Putting

these figures together it is noted that there are 26.9% more college educated

.men in the white sample than women; for Negroes there is only a 3.1% male lead

in college education.

Examining mobility patterns from Table 7 the following is revealed:

females have gained 5.5% over their mothers in terms of college education;

Negro females have gained 11.8% -- twice the gain for white females. Negro

females report their mothers with less than a high school diploma 59.8% of

the titre ae c7,mpared to 62.9% for white females. From this position the

present generation in the sample shows 27.0% for Negro woven and 24.7% for

white women. In other words, generation fltterna show the non-high school

graduate proportion dropping 38.2% for white women and 32.8% for Negro women.

These findines, using the male population (Table 5), indicated a drop of 35.4%

for whites ard 25.5% for Negroes. White women show slightly better gaina

toward a high school degree than males; Negro women Ahoy an even larger gain.

The result is that N-

schoo

of movnnt into the high

Using

college education as the 3ardstick of educational mol#lity, Negro wo n show a

gain of 11.8% as com -red to a male gain of 11.0%. Both figures exceed the whi e

percentages of 5.5% for females, hut falls far short of the white male gain of

27.7%..
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All of the findings must be vi wed as subject to soma sampling sri And

tO Support or refute the,"matriarchy" theory would require a much more elaborate

analysis than has been attempted. However, there is SOM evidence that Negro,

females are less handicapped in their educational mobility compared to Negro

males. There in little evidence t1at this pattern is found in regard to the

sex discrimination practiced against all women in the society. Moreover, the

trends in the data point to the slower rise of white wo n into an educational

level superior to that of their mothers, than is found for Negro females. It

would aggear that sex di criminstion is a mere general phenomena at the_point

of entering cellege than in terms of comnletii: high school. In the step to

high school graduation, race discrimination seems to eAplain the patterns

obtained. At this level the Negro male is outdistanced in educational mobility

by the Negro female.

If the discussion has implied educat blockages that are sex-linked

arm major question can be anked: is this pattern a product of the educational

_ g aa such or the family value system. To disentangle these explanations

respondents wereasked two questions: "How much education would be enough for

yOur daughters How mach would be enough for your sons?" This was asked

of all respondents whether or not they actually had male or female children.

The purpose was to tap the overall cultural value system that might be operating.

In Table 8 are the findings concerning educational aspirations for male children.

Almost nine out of ten Negro families aspire to a college degree for their male

children, For whItes this percentage is virtually identical. Thus, for Negro

middle income families there appears to be no lessening of educational aims for

sons - in fact some slight trend exists for these to be high r than for whites.
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Table 9 allows the responses obtained in regard to for female

children. At this point there appears to be a clear race difference. Negro

show an 11- hi h level of as.iration and fo

Children. Them is no favoring of the female but rather an equal emphasis on

the education of both males and females. For white families in the survey,

female Children art viewed as adequately educated without college in one out

of four instances. A college degree is considered "enough" education for one

out of two white families. It may be concluded form the findings shown in Tables

8 and 9 that the myth of "Negro matriarchy" is far less accurate than the View

of a "White patriarchy" in terms of educational aspirations for children. How-

ever, it is clear that both white and Negro middle (ncome families stress %MO

form of college education for both their male and female offspring. These

aspirations are, however, particularly significant for Negro families.

1. Using comparison of father's and son,s oc_ pational status level)

both white and Negro middle income families have parental status

that appears to affect their own. Negro respondents have an increase

of only 10.3% into White collar occupations over that of their fathers,

while whites show a 15.7% upward gain. While a race differential is

present, the more striking pattern is the restricted mobility of Negroes

and whites.

2. In terms of high'level white collar occupations, Negro respondents show

a net generational drop in professional and semi-professional Job

categories over that of their fathers, while whites a gain of 15.8%.

Using both-professional and managerial levels whites have a 10.1%

gain) Negroes a 3.b% gain. Given the initial low proportions for the
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fathers of male Negro respondente these diffe rends are more

significant than their statistical values. In effect the Negro

middle class appears to be only,slightly more than reproducing

taelf.

3. Negroes in occupationa other than nufacturing and processing

represents a smaller prOportion than whites. Service industries

finance and real estate and the wholesale and retail Uncles account

for only one-quarter of the Negro sample, but two out of five whites

are in these industries. Generational gaina in employment diversity

have lagged behnd for Negroes as compared to-white respondents.

Only in the area of professional SerTiees is a parity of gain evident

Areas of community life wtere resource control and resource alloca-

tions are made, are the occupational niches in which middle income

Negroes register the smallest gains.

h. At all levels of educational attainment, Negro miles earn Incomes

that are proportionately lover than whItes. The exception in the

sample is for persons with post-graduate c011ege degrees. A trend,

based on a small number of cases, pointa to some reversal of the

general discrimination in income. Both at the crucial gateways of

educational achievement -- high school graduation andnollege graduation

Negro respordents show the effects of income discrimination.

S. In terns of achieving a given level of education mobility patterns

show white males improving their education over that of their fathers

more often than Negro males 9.1% less for high school granduation,

16.7% differential for college attendance. This latter figmre reflects

a double rate of educational mobility for whites versus NegroeS in Q.

the sample. As in the case of occupational mobility, the Negro middle

income group is growing at only a small rate beyond reprodueing itself.
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6. In analyzing the mobility patterns of females in the sample Negro

women art4imployed in limier status positions 30.0 % more than white

women. Twice the proportion of white females are in professional

or runagerial po itions as are Negro women.

7. C011ege educational attainment is somewhat higher for Negro women

than for white women. This djffcrnc indicates that utile educa-

tional access is greater than for Negro males the rewards in terms.,

of occupational statuS are even more distorted in distribution thAn

for Negro malea.

8. Negro males show the loweat rate of in ergenerational gain in high

school diplomas in comparison to the three other groups being comparek!.0

Negro females, while males, and white females.

9. While Negro females have moved into college education levels at the

same rate as Negro males comeAring mothers and fathers -- this

rate still lags far behind the gain generationally of white males.

10, White women in the sariple have risen in educational levels at a

slower rate than Negro females -- due_to sex-based disparities at the

college level. However, at the high school graduation point a racell!

linked discrimination appears to explain the patterns found. At this

level there is an ap:arently easier mobility for the Negro females

compared to the male.

In terms of educational aspirations for their children, the sa=ple

famili show no support for a "Negro matriarchy" theory. Negrc,

parents show equally expectations using a question based on NI

much education is eneugh" for sone and daughters. By contrast WI

show a hipher aspiration for nales than for Semales. This supivrts a

,c
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oncept of uhIt patr=1archyI among the white middle income

respondents.

Overall findings about mobility show both a significant racial gap

acting upon Negroes and the persistence of this pattern for males

and females. The fact of a more equal gain between white and Negro

females as compared to males of both'races is not reflected ia equal

occupational status nor is ita product of family values. Instead,

emales have race discrimination added to sex discrimination,

victims of whites, values of sex inequality coupled witn the practice

cc Auality of income rewards.

Recommendations.

1. Tbat industry and government be urged to strengthen agencies charge

th eliminating discriminatory practices in employment and promotions,

and enforcing Title VI of the 1964 kivil Rights kct allowing Fede

grant-in-aid Pinds to be withheld f.om a= ivities which discrirdnate

on grounds of color or race.

That new imaginative programs crust be planned and put into action to

deepening racial diVision. Parents -- both Negro and white

must be made to understand that the roots of-racism individual or

institutional - and prejudice are to be found_in too many instances in

the home.

Parents Should be encouraged to provide incentive and motivation to

theirchiliren and to expose them to as many broadening experiences

as possible. To provide books, encyclopedias and other ieading material;

to show sincere interest in their accomplishments in school and their

associates and activities out of school.
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4. Negro families must be eneou-

the male children in the- family e

spirations for

of developing

the concept of °patriarchy" Which is found& among,white middle

income families.

1

ln the words of an Urban League founer, 0,1,et-us wofnot as colored people

nor as white people for the narrow benefit of any group alone, but together as

American citizens for the common good of our common city, our common country.°
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Table 1

SOCIAL HOBLLITY:
OC UTATIONAL STATUS OF FATH1R OF HALE OF MOUS

White 0011ar
A.,15u-rwra semi-profes

and kindrtd..
Officials ard manageri,

proprietors
Clerical and salea workers

Blue Collar
CraTteMehl-foremen and

kindred workers
Operatiye and servic orkers
Farmers
Laborers
Not Ascertained

Total

e 394)

Negro Families White Families

Table 3***

16.0% 17.4%

6.1 24.5

3.4 6.6

10.5 22.5
18.6 9.8
12.7 5.7
24.3 13.6
8.2 0.5

100.0% 100.0%

SOCIA1 nDBILITY:
T/TE OF INDUSTRY OF HEAD OF HO

AND FATHI2 OF HEAD

Transportation,
commerical, and public

Negro Families White Families
Own Father's

TYR-. Doc.

manufacturing, processing 49.4% 33.3% 32.8%
Service industries 19.5 14.4 22.9 12.4
Professional and related

services 11.7 4.6 13.2 10.9
Transoprtation, commercial

and public utilities 5.8 5.2 6.0 6.4
Wholesale, retail trade 4.5 2.6 13.9 '10.4
Conetruction and related

industries 2.0 34.6 4.6 12.4
'Finance and real estate 1.3 0.0 6.0 3.5
NOt ascertained 5.8 5.3 i 0.6 2.3

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

(Base: 394)

**Charts in this chapter will not be in correct sequence do to the fact that some
must go sideways on the page.

S
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Table 2

SOCIAL MODILITX:
OCCUPATIONAL,STATUS OF MALE HEAD OP HOU FATHER

White Collar Workers

Negro Families

Difference

White Families

Difference

Head Father Head FatherCo1-7:71:r 75517-17-71-

+15.8

- 5.7
+ 5.6

13.3%

12.2
10.3

1§.0%

6.1
3.4

-2.7

+6.1
.6.9

33.2%

18.8
12.2

17.4%

24.5
6.6

professional) kindred
Officials, managers
proprietors

Clerical and sales workers

Total 35.8%
25.5% 64.2% 48.5%

Blue Collar Workere
Cr-ar5mtki, foremen,

kindred workers 15.8% 10.5% +5.3 15.8% 22.5% - 6.7

Operative and
service workers 26.0 18.8 *7.2 10.7 9.8 . 0.9

Laborers 18.2 224.3 -6.1 5.1 13.6 - 8.5

Total 60.0% 53.6% 31.6% 45.9%

(Base: 394)
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SOCIAL MOBIIITY:
INCOME IN RELATION TO EDUCATION FOR MALE =PO TS

11 pr less
years_

High School
graduate .= Some. Collee

Col--
Post Graduate

or __rtia

White
Fami=Ue

White
7071Ties

N: White
Famdliea

!Alva

FaRaIlTis

White
PERMPas

White
YaiiiIIin FamiliesFa1Tin Faiilln

Lenn than $5,000 12% 26% 3% 0% 0% 0% 9% 0% 0% 0%5,000=47;999 29 19 19 16 h 11 36 5 0 4
45,000=49,099 22 - 13 28 29 16 11 9 26 0 9
$10,000=413,999 27 23 33 32 32 37 11 42 54 52
41h,000=419,999 0 10 8 211 36 21 2$ 16 2$ 9420,000 or more 0 3 3 0 0 16 0 11 18 17Refused 10 6 6 0 12 4 18 0- 0 - 9

Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base Base
72 52 63 61 25 31 11 31 11 38

Table 5

SOCIAL MOBILITY:
EDUCATIONAL MOBILITY OF MALE RESPONDENTS

NeEso Families

Differ..
Fatherfa -ence

Ed. Co1771=2

White Families
. Differ-

Father's
-12= 0o17-17.2

0-8 years 18.3% 51.5% +33.2 13.1% 45.5% e32.L
9-11 years 21.2 13.5 + 7.7 = 11.5 13.5 - 2,0
High School graduate 34.6 19.9 +14.7 28.5 21*6 * 6.7
1 to 3 years college 14.5 8.7 s 5.8 14.6 5.2 4- 9.4
College graduate 5.8 4.8 +71.0 14.6 =70 4. 7.3Foot graduate or

prdfessional schooling ' -5.8 1.6 + 4.2 11.7 6.7 +11.0

(Base s 394) 133
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Table 6

SOCIAL MBILITT:
000 UPAT NAL STATUS OF EXPLOYED YEIFAIEB

Professional, seml-p

Negro Families White Families

and kindred 13.h% 29.3%
Managers, proprietors

officials . 14.6 4.1
Clerical and sales workers 39.7 514.5
Craftsmen, foremen and
kindred workers 1.2 1.4

Operative Ind service workers 38.6 10.7
Laborers 2.3 0.0
Not Ascertained 0.0 0.0

Total 100.0% 100.0%

Base: 83 Baae: 109
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Te:le 7

SOCIAL ICSIIM:

MT= 112B117 Q [MOMENTS

rfj

Differ-

Mother' s er'ir

Whitt F4lies

Differ-
Ifotherl witTcr

Owt F4, 77 007172 & 7r Col, 1.2_

0.8 years
-3O09 1613 .3749941 years 18.5 258 - 713 1819 1318sigh school gaduate

55,4 22.4 +33,0 50,0 23,1 +20,91.3 years of college
64h + 7,0 10,6 5,1 +College grad-nate 116 14,2 + 0,11 5i6to Post gramme or

profeesioall schooling 0,0 2,1 - 241 2,7 0,5 4. 242

(Boe: 39h)
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Table 8

SOCIAL MOBILITY:
EDUCATION ASPIRATIONS FOR SONS

,

Negro Families

Some high school 0.0% 0.0%

Graduate high echo 1.1 2.4
Some college 5.0 7.0
Graduate college h3.6 61.1
MA or Ph.D degree h5.3 25.8

No answer 5.0 3.7

Total 100.0%

Base: 170

Table 9

SOCIAL MOBILITY:
EDUCATION ASPIRATIONS FOR DAUGHTERS

100.0%

Base: 208

Negro Families White Families

Some high school h.14% 5.6%
Graduate high school 1.7 18.4
Some college 12.1 23.0

Graduate college 145.2 115.4

MA or Ph.D degree 37.6 6.1

No answer 0.0 1.5

Total 100.9% 100.0%

Base: 173
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CONCLUSION

This study, if this [Ample holds true of the general population, ha

several long atanding mytha concerning the middle income Negroes and its relation-

Ahip to the micidie income whites. It 13 generally assumed that as tbeNegro moves

-into-themiddle income statue he becomes mere like A white counterpart. Evidence

preaented in this sbrvey found that middle income Negroes.are similar to the middle

income whites in tha number of female heads of household and the number of children

n the family. The survey has brought to the forefront that in most other area0

of concern the-white. and middle income Negro groups differ.

As stated'in the text, IThe underetanding of common community eVents reflects

the separation of experiencee and social worlds of middle income Negroes and whites.10

It is generally gummed that living together will bring a ftller understanding,and

concern for the total community. The survey found, (1) that in iniegrated naigh-

borboode there is less contacts between whites and Negroes bf middle income than

_owed occurs; (2) that in the integrated neighborhood where the

survey was la:inducted; i.e., the Northwestern area, both whites and Negroes are

more pensimistic about the and of discrimination than are whites and Negroee in

separated neighborhoods. It is commonly beard that the number of middle incoms

Negroes axe expanding and for this reason mere Negroes than ever before are moving

into the mainetream. Tha survey brought out that the middle income Negro is

barely reproducing himelf in terms of numbera of families with higher incomes

while the white middle insole, group is Continuing to pull away from its previous

levels at an accelerated rite.

Looking at some of the issues and priorit_ 0 that are discussed in the surveys

I.., ECONOMIC iSSUESI

f --

1. The survey shows that Negro women more often than white women work
and that they work much longer hours than their white counterparta.

2. That Negroes in the middle income range find it necessary to utilise
credit-buying more-than-theirwhite-aounterTerte._.
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That mAddle income Negroee do not see their chances of promotion
being aalucretive ae their white eownterparia. In essence,

Negroes feel they are still faced with 7locked7in mobility."

In discussing handicaps in the employment world, whites interviewed stdll

pee cultural beliefs and values of Negroeslie being the primary barriers to job

advandement.

The survoy also disclosed that whites are more concerned about the

race of their neighbor than the social position of their neighbor.

In. EDUCATION

An oVereheiming percentage of Negroes surveyed, stated that the

school system was not doing an adeonnte job of aducatim _he cityle

youth. This Wal, particularly trus far low income youth. The whites

en the other hand were somewhat indifferent to the quality'of education

in the schools which their children attend and felt that the schools

doing an adequate job for low income youth.

IV. COMMIT' INVOthEMENT

The survey has demonetrated that Negress in the middle income

survey are more active in veluntary community and social organizations

that are involved in community betterment then their white counterparte.

_The whit.en surveyed indicated their primary activities wart in status

and social organizations. Middle income Negroes are more concerned

and more criti,calabout civil righte organizations lomic, governmental,

lid educational inetitutions than their white counterparts. There is

still a large gap in the attitudes of middle income Whites and Negroes

concerning the role of the police officer. He atill_maintains his
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negative image to the middle income Negro while this is not true

of the whites. It was interesting to note that-the middle income Negro

does not endorse the role of the black militant, but still feels

alienated from soCiety's institutions.

After reviewing the survey, conclusions=which.can be drawn are as follows:

that if this survey holds true for all middle income Whites' in Detroit, they

are not receptive to practicing the American ideal and will resist allowing Negroes

into the mainstream of Detroit life until Negroes are willing to conform to whiteS'
_

"cultural beliefs and values,t! and; (2) that the future of race relations in this city

depends upon whether middle income Negroes den move into the mainstream of life or

continue to remain alienated from society -- pushed into the camp of the militants

or into the Sea of Apatny.
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